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A MESSAGE FROM THE

Assalamu Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuhu

The Islamic College of Brisbane has been known for its
considerable academic performance and in 2017 it has
once again demonstrated that providing quality education
is its priority. This has been achieved against a
background of challenges as the College and its Board
addressed Commonwealth and State Government
requirements to ensure its continuing operation.
However, I am pleased to report that these issues have
been almost resolved and with the development of the
new 5-Year Strategic Plan (2018-2022) and 5-Year Financial
Forecast and Business Plan (2018 – 2022) we look forward
to the future with confidence.

ICB has once again demonstrated that
providing quality education is its priority
ICB’s focus in 2017 was to provide quality education to
our students as they hold the key to a successful future
for our community in Australia. ICB’s teachers and
support staff are all dedicated to make this possible by
giving their best in educating our students and displaying
values which are in line with our beliefs and those of our
nation.
2017 has also seen a Brisbane City Council Development
Approval based on the new Master Plan which is a
blueprint for the future of ICB. The new Master Plan
provides a balance between the future sustainability of
the College by maximising student numbers on the site
and a school culture that encourages and supports
student-centred learning. Associated with the Master
Plan was the implementation of changes to Internal and
External Roadworks which will allow an occupancy of
2200 students. The efforts put into this plan by staff and
community members including the College Board, the
Finance and Infrastructure Advisory Committee and the
College Parent Advisory Committee (CPAC) have resulted
in a plan that provides a comprehensive outlook.
This year plans were put in place to re-activate an
approval for construction of twelve (12) new classrooms
for the high school. The “Preppies Park” Playground was
also enhanced.
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The new Master Plan provides a
balance between the future
sustainability and a school
culture that encourages and
supports student-centred
learning
On Sunday, the 30th April CPAC hosted our
biggest fundraising event for the year, our “Big
Autumn Fete”. Funds raised from the event go
towards the construction of the new Primary
Playground which will be in evidence at the
beginning of 2018. All of this could not have been
achieved without the particular support of the
Senior Management Team (Mr Shariff, Mrs Ashraf,
Ian Martineau and Sharon Lam), ICT Manager
(Orhan Camkara), CPAC Chair (Maryam Kissane),
Board Chair (Ismail Cajee), Fee Remissions
member (Osman Rane) and all members of staff
in general.
In conclusion, might I wish all in the ICB
community particularly the students and staff a
relaxing holiday break, a wonderful future for our
graduating students and may Allah continue to
bless the Islamic College of Brisbane.
WasSalaam

Dr Ray Barrett
Principal

message from the
DEPUTY PRINCIPAL

Assalamuialaikum Wa Rahmatullahu Wa Barakatahu
All praise to Allah Subhano Taaa’la, the Lord of
universe, the most beneficent, and the most merciful.
Peace and salutations be upon our beloved Prophet
Muhammad, sallahu alaiwa salalam.

It is with great pleasure that I forward my message for
An -Nasheeha 2017. All in all, 2017 was a very active
and rewarding year for our college. Apart from
continuing improvement in academic and sporting
activities, we have made huge strides in the welfare
and well-being of our children. Over the last couple of
years, the college has made provision for a nurse, a
guidance officer (counselling and careers) and outside
school hours care services. This year it established a
Head of Welfare position together with well-being
coordinators to support and give our students special
care so that they do well in school. These
establishments are in evolving stages, but we have
made huge progress this year in looking after the wellbeing of our students. In 2018 we will introduce a
‘Learning Curve’ programme for wellbeing which will
be in student diaries as well as on line. This should help
us a lot in making our students more resilient to the
challenges they face on a day to day basis.

such gadgets and only 40 minutes in a meaningful
conversation with his/her parents. It is probably the
reason for children’s lack of social skills and families
not able to connect well with their children. It is very
important that parents communicate with children
EVERY DAY, not only for their self-esteem, but for
many other reasons. The most critical element for
effective communication is listening (really
listening).This means that giving your undivided
attention, putting aside your feelings and opinions for
a moment, and trying to understand those of your
child.
Our parents have provided tremendous support to the
College. We believe that without your support and
loyalty, our task would have been formidable. We
hope that greater support and co-operation will be
"Maximum parental
forthcoming in future.
I will take this opportunity to express my sincere
engagement is vital"
thanks and appreciation to our college principal, Dr
Moreover, a school alone cannot make much progress Barrett; Head of Secondary, Mr Martineau; Head of
for any child if parent engagement and support is not Primary, Mrs Ashraf; all our most dedicated and hardworking Staff Members, School Board, Department of
there. Indeed it is vital in this time and age for
maximum parental engagement. Parent engagement is Education and Training, Federal and State
Governments, parents and College Parent Advisory
more than being involved in school activities. It is
Committee for their excellent co-operation and
actively engaging with your child’s learning, both at
contribution.
home and at school. Parent engagement is important
An -Nasheeha 2017 committee has done a tremendous
because it leads to better education outcomes,
enhanced engagement with school work, more regular job this year and deserve a special thanks for their
hard-work and untiring effort in producing yet
school attendance, better behaviour and increased
another excellent publication.
social skills amongst many other improvement
To the Graduating Class 2017, I wish to congratulate
indicators. Research has shown that students greatly
you all for the successful completion of twelve years of
benefit when parents are actively involved in their
school life. May Allah Subhano Taa’al shower his
children’s learning.
choicest blessings upon you all as you enter your new
Furthermore, communicating with your child is
educational journey.
extremely important. An amazing statistic is that, on
average, a child these days spends 1680 minutes per
week in front of a machine be it TV, mobile or other
Abdul Shariff,
Deputy Principal
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Message from
the Chairman

Assalamu Alaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatuhu
All thanks are due to Allah (SWT), the Lord of the
worlds, and peace and salutations upon His
messenger Muhammad(PBUH).
I thank Allah SWT for giving me the opportunity to
serve as your Chairman of ICB.
The Islamic College of Brisbane
is the largest Islamic school in
Queensland. It currently
supports 1160 students from
Prep to Year 12. The school is
often associated with academic
excellence and this year has
continued the strong
performance trend in NAPLAN
and other results. We are a
school that not only produces
excellent achievers but also
outstanding individuals who we
are confident will make a
contribution to Australian
society in the years ahead.
In the two years now that I’ve
served as Chairman we’ve
certainly had our ups and
downs. This year we’ve had
more ups than downs and with
the help of the Almighty, we
have managed to make good
progress.

As most of you are aware, our
school faced significant
challenges during 2015 to 2017,
mainly related to “Notices”
issued by the Commonwealth
and State governments to the
school. Thankfully, these
matters are almost resolved.
After revising our constitution
and improving our financial and
operational functions and
performance, we’ve laid the
foundation for improved
strategic direction and better
academic and Islamic outcomes
for our students. I express my
thanks to members of the Board
over this period of time for their
dedication to the task of the
reform required by government.

I also express my thanks to the
Advisory committees to the
Board: CPAC, Finance and
Infrastructure, and Islamic
Education. You will begin to
notice positive changes to
school facilities, teacher
performance and our Islamic
curriculum.
As Chairman, I invite community
members and stakeholders to
join with the Board and
members of staff in participating
and contributing to the future of
the school. It is an exciting time
for all of us.
WasSalaam
Ismail Cajee
Board Chair

ICB Academic Scholarships
Each year the Islamic College of Brisbane offers scholarships to students demonstrating high academic
performance.
The Scholarships cover tuition fees at the College and are open to both internal and external students
entering Year 11
The quantum of scholarship will be determined by an assessment of the student’s ability and may be full or
partial scholarship. The Scholarship covers both Year 11 and Year 12.
Further information and application forms are available from the Head of Secondary.
(imartineau@icb.qld.edu.au)
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Message from
the Business Manager
It has been another good year. It
does not seem that long ago that
Islamic College of Brisbane was
welcoming the new school year and
preparing for the busy year ahead. I
would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone for their support
including parents, students, teachers
and all staff throughout the year for
helping make this a wonderful
school.
Islamic College of Brisbane would
like to acknowledge the dedicated
service and invaluable
contribution made by the School
Board. Every action they take is
based on what is best for our
students. They are committed to
providing the students with what
they need to succeed in school. Our
board members spend countless
hours volunteering, providing
enthusiastic support and caring for
our students, teachers,
administrators and community.
Islamic College of Brisbane would
also like to express our gratitude to
our Board Advisory Committee
members including College Parents’
Advisory Committee (CPAC) and
Finance & Infrastructure Advisory
committee. They work diligently
alongside parents and community
members to help our students

experience educational success.
I would like to thank all the sponsors
who advertised in our school
magazine. With your support, our
school magazine can demonstrate
the developments of our school and
share the students’ activities and
achievements with parents. Not only
does the impact of high quality
design and photography offer
credibility for parents, but students
also get involved and work together
with teachers in the production and
are keen to take ownership of their
school magazine by generating
colourful crafts or even having some
influence on design. The school
magazine will continue to offer a
rich variety of material presenting
children with fun and exciting
reading experiences to broaden
their understanding and increase
their enjoyment of learning.
To better serve the parents and
students, our school system
transition has been implemented
since last year. Islamic College of
Brisbane is proud to announce that
we are very successful in
transitioning our operation and
accounting support system to a
better management system which
provides schools with a fully
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integrated Student, Financial and
Payroll/HRM administration system,
which has been developed using the
latest web based technologies.
During the transition period, the
administration & finance team and
all support staff including the ICT
department, have been a huge help
during the year and I thank them for
all the hard work and extra
contributions to make this happen. I
would like to express my
appreciation to the groundsmen
who continue to improve on the
school environment including
cleanliness and maintaining safe
environment for all the staff and
students.
I wish everyone a wonderful holiday
and we look forward to seeing you in
2018.
Sharon Lam
Business Manager

Head 0f Primary
The Australian Curriculum has been constructed as a
curriculum that ‘marches forward’ year after year with
progressively more complex content. If a student struggles
to grasp the content of fractions for example, in year 2, then
they could have increasing difficulty coping with the
concept of fractions in Years 3, 4 & 5.Teachers are required
to cater for the diverse needs of learners in their
classrooms. Our teachers think deeply about the needs of
each student in their class and, where reasonable, provide
the adjustments necessary to cater for their learning needs.
In order to determine the level of curriculum adjustment
needed for a particular student, accurate identification is
crucial. Our teachers use strategies and resources to
determine what students know and can do, so that they
can ascertain what their students don’t know and can’t do.

"Our teachers think deeply about each
student and provide the adjustments
necessary to cater for their learning
needs."

Once an accurate picture of the educational capability of a
student is made, the teacher can determine where and how
to best support that student. Parents and care-givers can
"Our students need to develop skills in
provide valuable information and insights into the student
effective communication across distance
of which a teacher may not be aware. On occasion,
and across borders."
teachers suggest parents get an assessment done for the
student by an outside organisation as the school may not
We need to include and teach these 21st century
have the appropriate tools. It is important that parents
skills as part of the curriculum to engage students or
support teachers in this regard.
prepare them for life after school. Primary School is
adopting transformative pedagogies which
“The world no longer rewards people just for what they
incorporate deep inquiry-based practices. Learning
know – Google knows everything – but for what they can
does not only happen at school. It also happens at
do with what they know.” (Andreas Schleicher,
home. We do understand that it can be a real juggling
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development act to find time to help your child with their learning
(OECD) Director for Education and Skills). In a globalised
but please believe us when we say that any extra
world of rapidly changing circumstances, our students now assistance really helps and means a lot to your child.
need to be much better prepared for living, working and
Again, thank you for all that you do to assist your child
thriving in contexts that are vastly different to of even 20
each day with their learning.
years ago. They need to learn how to live and thrive in the
rapidly changing, technologically driven and globally
I would like to take this opportunity to express my
connected world outside the school gate.
thanks to our parent community and, in particular, the
Parents Advisory Committee (CPAC) for their support
Our students need to develop skills in effective
and cooperation.
communication across distance and across borders; learn
how to collaborate; be agile in their thinking; and respond
As we finish 2017 and look forward to 2018, parents
swiftly to rapid change. They must also build the
can be assured that amongst all the change there is a
confidence and willingness to innovate and create their
strong and continuing commitment to improve our
own opportunities. Students across the nation are already
students’ learning outcomes in 2018 Inshallah.
expected to acquire and demonstrate these contemporary
skill sets and competencies as part of the P–10 Australian
By Mrs. Rukhsana Ashraf
Curriculum.
Head of Primary
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Head of Secondary
As my second year at ICB draws to a close, I take the opportunity to reflect on what has
been achieved across the Secondary School in that short segment of ICB’s rich history.
In last year’s magazine I talked about 2016 being a year of planning for implementation
in 2017. Much of the planning was based around an ICB Learner Profile that describes
the desirable attributes of an ICB student. So this year has seen action on a number of
fronts linked to that Learner Profile.
In the Wellbeing space, there have been two new appointments; Mrs Dean as Head of
Welfare (P-12) and Mrs Robertson as Secondary Wellbeing Coordinator. The Year
Level Coordinators and Form teachers have worked closely with Mrs Dean and Mrs
Robertson to implement the work started in 2016 under the guidance of Meg Durham of
Open Mind Education. Meg has continued to work across 2017 refining the previous
work and developing resources to support our students. Much of this work has been
informed by the annual Wellbeing Profiler survey developed by the Centre
for Positive Psychology at the University of Melbourne.
It is important when considering strategies for school
improvement that we gather and use evidence. At the
end of 2016 the College Management supported a
decision to adopt Professor John Hattie’s Visible
Learning concept. Professor Hattie has synthesized
over 1400 meta analyses and put together a list of 252
influences related to learning and achievement. Those
influences have different effects on student outcomes.
Visible Learning looks at those that have the greatest
positive effects. Starting simply with Learning Intentions
and Success criteria to make learning explicit, staff have
established a clear definition and traits of an ICB
Assessment Capable Visible Learner. Students are
being equipped with strategies to adopt those traits.
Rome wasn’t built in a day and there is unlikely to be
significant impact immediately. Nevertheless, schools
that have been on a similar journey have seen massive
improvement in the medium to long term.
In the shorter term we have encouraged a number of
students to consider ‘alternative pathways’ for their
senior studies. Until 2016 all senior students at ICB
followed the OP journey. It was obvious from previous
results that this option was not appropriate for some
students. Through the hard work of Br Akrim, these
students were enrolled in a variety of Certificate and
Diploma courses alongside their OP studies. A
guaranteed selection rank means that these students
will now be able to access a greater range of tertiary
courses.
Meanwhile our Year7 and Year 9 cohorts were sitting
their national standardized test (NAPLAN). Families
would have received their individual student reports in
August and we are pleased to report that both year
groups exceeded the State averages in all areas.
Whilst Wellbeing and Academic performance were the
two major areas of focus for 2016, there has also been
plenty else going on. I would like to pay tribute to the
Student Leadership Team for their initiatives over the

Ian Martineau
Head of Secondary

year. Whilst Zahra and Yusuf led, it was the extended
team that maximised their impact. There were numerous
different events, assemblies, awareness campaigns and
fund raisers. The appointment of Islamic Prefects this
year reinforced the pivotal core of ICB’s mission and
vision. Amongst other initiatives the prefects produced
posters emphasising Islamic expectations and etiquette.
In the Creative and Performing Arts area, Drama was
extended into Year 10 and we had our first drama
performance at an assembly; congratulations to Ms
Hopper. Year 8 student, Alesha Saeed, won the Award
of Excellence (1st place) in the IEUA-QNT Awards for
Excellence in Art Design.
In Sport we had the usual Interhouse carnivals in
Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country but also attended
AFL and Rugby League Carnivals (boys and girls).
Perhaps the most significant change in the sports area
has been the development of a pilot Futsal programme.
The aim is that this will develop into an academy and I
thank Mr Burchell for all his hard work in preparing the
students and for leading this initiative.
Schools are very busy places and ICB is no exception.
The days of school activities being confined to the
campus are long gone. Over the year there have been a
huge variety of off-campus opportunities and visitors to
the College. The Humanities department, led by Ms
Grogan, and the Science department, led by Dr Fuller,
have taken different year groups on excursion to
complement their studies. The English department have
co-sponsored with CPAC to bring poets to the school.
Mrs Dunn has been forging ahead with the expansion of
STEM studies and has taken groups to UQ and to QUT.
We are looking forward to our drone programme!
Earlier in this article I emphasised that change takes time.
We are already seeing improvements in a number of
areas, but the shift towards ICB becoming a school of
excellence is a medium to long term proposition. That
shift has begun and further success will need a whole of
community engagement. The future looks rosy.
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MESSAGE FROM THE ICT MANAGER
As I write this, the sun is about to rise and I am reminded that I have seen
the sunrise every single day since I started working at ICB. This has been
a truly amazing year, which I have thoroughly enjoyed.
Assalamuialaikum Wa Rahmatullahu Wa Barakatahu
It has also been a year full of hard work, and has been a massive learning curve for all
of us as we have implemented new technology across the board. I have never written
a message for previous year books and now it seems I have found time to do it. Things
must be getting more automated!
I would like to give a quick summary of ICB’s
technological infrastructure. We are still working on the
bits and pieces so not much is visible from the outside,
but it is all definitely affecting the operation of ICB. At
the moment ICB has the one of the best fibre optic
infrastructures available, (24 core OS2 Single Mode
cabling to each and every building – I know…a bit
technical :) ) which will last for the next 10-15 years
requiring only small equipment upgrades to keep up to
date for new technologies. ICB has completed the
newest wireless infrastructure and is fully ready to
accommodate digital classrooms. Unfortunately, we
are still waiting for the NBN for our school and this is
the biggest obstacle to the release of new external
features. Despite that, ICB is able to provide many
services such as Parent Lounge, Student Café,
Teacher Kiosk, Email, Online Library and the Learning
Management System to staff, parents and students.
Our CCTV coverage is now extensive and will keep
expanding to provide a more secure environment for
our students and staff. Digital Signage for the front of
the school is on the way and installation will happen
shortly. ICB is also in transition from traditional lighting
to eco-friendly LED lights and installation has already
started in the Admin building. We are also working
towards a major Solar Power project to ensure that ICB
becomes an eco-friendly school.
Having parental support and open lines of
communication is an essential part of any successful
school year. I am very happy to see our parents eager
to engage with the school and embrace the technology
available to them. It is great to see that parents are
now updating their contact details, booking interviews
with teachers, updating student medical details, and
checking students’ progress and attendance online via
Parent Lounge. I hope this practice will be adopted by
all parents to make their lives easier and to help ICB to
maintain up to date information in order to assist our
students more effectively. Our official Facebook page
has over 1400 followers, and has become a very social
space. Well done to all for your continued engagement
with the school.

There are other major transitions going on behind the
scenes that will be felt by all rather than seen. Our
Active Directory will soon be revamped and return in its
most recent form for better security and features. Right
after that Office 365 integration will be completed and
will provide every student with a full version of Office
2016 and other services as well. Initially we will not
release all features until we get a better internet
connection.
So, what about ICB’s Internet? Why doesn’t ICB have
fast broadband at the moment? Unfortunately,
geographically we are in a very unlucky position which
prevents us from getting a financially feasible service for
our school. Only option is NBN and we are expecting
that in the not too distant future.
At this time, I would like to thank my assistant Zackariya
Jaffer for his great work and tireless effort throughout
the year. Without his support I wouldn’t be able to
complete the many, many tasks that are done every
day. Muhammad Ali, Robin Lebillon and Andy
Mickelson, I don’t know how to thank you guys but I
would like to acknowledge your amazing work. And
there are no words that can possibly express my
gratitude to all staff members for their assistance
throughout the past years.
I would like to congratulate all the students on their hard
work this year. You all bring such joy and happiness to
our school. We are truly fortunate to have such
wonderful students at ICB. Be sure to visit our Learning
Management System for some holiday practice! DON’T
FORGET to use a strong password for your personal
emails, visit only safe and helpful websites and do not
share your personal information with anybody online
you don’t know in person.
I would like to wish you all the very best for the summer
vacation and look forward to welcoming you all back in
2018.

Orhan Camkara
ICT Manager
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Head of Welfare P-12
Assalamu alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakaatuhu
I officially started as Head of Welfare P-12 at the beginning of this year.
Student welfare is the concern of every member of staff. In its widest context it
covers the safety of all students in our care, their health, emotional, social and
intellectual wellbeing as well as their conduct and behaviour. Also, it is to help
students be resilient and bounce back after problems and move on with life.
AIMS :
• to promote and support the academic, social, emotional, physical development,
health and wellbeing of each student and help them to be resilient
• to initiate and integrate programs into school curriculum that will maximise student
development and produce a broader based welfare network within the school
• to inform students, staff and parents and the community of the welfare program
and the services available• to implement department of education and training
(DET) policies including Child Protection, Anti-Bullying, and Anti-Racism
• to create a positive school culture in students throughout their school life and
make them feel happy, safe and supported.
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Next year we will introduce “The Learning Curve”
program to all students, InshaAllah.
Overall, this role has given me an insight in students’
lives and the modern day challenges they face. We, in
this department are helping them overcome their fears,
problems and challenges. We try to support them and
make them more resilient so that they can bounce back
after problems and move on with their daily lives.
I sincerely thank my team for all their support during the
year. I would also like to thank the management team,
board members, all teachers and parents for their
support as well.
I thank Allah (SWT) for giving me this opportunity to look
after the health and wellbeing of our children.
I pray that Allah (SWT) keeps us all happy and safe
during the holiday, Ameen.

This department comprises of the Counsellor (Br Akrim),
Nurse (Ms C Wakefield), Workplace Health and Safety
(Ms B Grogan), Primary Wellbeing Coordinator (Ms Z
Ackland) and Secondary Wellbeing Coordinator (Ms S
Robertson). I also oversee the Out of School Hours Care Camp Australia.
Since the beginning of the year I have organised a
number of talks and presentations to both primary and
secondary students to help them develop skills in health &
wellbeing and becoming more resilient.
Some of the presentations were:-Brain talk for all of primary
-Character Building and leadership for gr 6
-Drama for gr 4 to gr 10
-Leadership talk and activity day for all of secondary
-Headspace, Youth Mental Health and Safe Driving
(RACQ) for gr 11 & 12
-University talk (UQ, QUT & Griffith) for gr 12
The health and wellbeing component is also in the
curriculum (HPE) from prep to gr 12.

Mrs Malka Dean
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Primary Wellbeing

2017 has been year of moving forward for welfare and well-being in the Primary school,
and Inshallah, 2018 promises to be even better. With 9 out of 10 Independent schools
now offering mindfulness programs to their students, the well-being of all students at
ICB, no matter how small, is a priority for our growing Welfare and Wellbeing Team. we
have introduced number of new initiatives and programs, all with the aim of helping our
students develop a mindful, balanced outlook on life.
The Retreat Room
The Retreat Room is a safe space for students to come during break times. It’s a
peaceful space where they can have a chat about anything at all that might be bothering
them. Students who may be struggling with the ups and downs of playground life benefit
from some quiet time-out, discussions and skill development with the aim of getting them
back out and playing safely and happily. Students can also come and get advice about
friendships, family issues, school issues, interact with peers and pets or just for a quiet
chat. Students of all ages have been visiting the room throughout the year, either
referred by their classroom teachers or just by coming along for a chat. All are welcome.
Bullying No Way! Day
The Primary school marked the National Day of Action Against Violence and Bullying aka
Bullying No Way! Day by holding a special assembly where the Grade 4’s presented a
special anti- bullying video of their own creation. The video is available for viewing on the
school website. We also made some pledges about bullying that are displayed on huge
posters at our pick up bays. ICB Primary have a no-tolerance policy towards bullying and
all staff work hard to equip students with the skills to solve conflicts in a mature and
peaceful manner.
Wellbeing and Mindfulness
2017 might have been nicknamed ‘The Year of the Brain’ as we have had
both Pathways to Resilience and Brainstorm Productions come and teach our
students all about how their brains can be trained to react positively. This
knowledge of the inner workings of our “Control Centre” helps us to
understand our reactions and learn to control our Flight or Fight responses
and turn them into “going with the flow”.

HELLO
Smiling Mind MIndfulness Meditation and Learning Curve
The Primary staff have embraced the Smiling Mind program of guided
mindfulness meditations. Many classes are now finding that these 5 minute,
focussed, mindfulness breaks are helping students to make careful, calm
decisions and take control of their reactions to situations. Mindfulness training
such as this also helps to build confidence, reduce anxiety, and has been
shown to improve social and academic outcomes in those who participate
regularly. Inshallah this mindfulness training will continue into next year with
the introduction across the Primary school of the Learning Curve Program,
where students are taught to regularly journal thoughts and feelings, set
personal goals and learn how to achieve a resilient mindset to help cope with
the ups and downs of everyday life. Inshallah this will lead to improved
outcomes for our students both emotionally and academically.
Zeena Ackland
Primary Wellbeing Coordinator
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MY NAME IS

Kevin

Secondary Wellbeing
A successful school environment provides the opportunities for students to grow and
develop across all dimensions of health and wellbeing. There is no doubt that
learning and wellbeing are inextricably linked; that is students will learn better with a
higher level of wellbeing, and wellbeing will be positively impacted with success in
learning. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge that schooling should not just
focus on the recognition and achievement of academic outcomes, but rather the
development and growth of the individual as a whole.
The wellbeing of all secondary students at ICB has been a major focus point for 2017, with the introduction of the
wellbeing program Achieve. The Year Level Coordinators have worked in collaboration with Meg Durham from Open
Mind Education in order to devise and implement a wellbeing program that is aimed at promoting the development of
students’ personal skills within a supportive environment. Each year level has a particular term focus that is relevant
to the issues specifically impacting the year level cohort. Overall, the Year Level Coordinators have done, and
continue to do, a fantastic job in supporting the introduction of the wellbeing program in order to enhance students’
wellbeing.
Earlier this year, secondary students completed the Well Being Profiler Survey (Centre for Positive Psychology –
The University of Melbourne). The survey collected data across six areas of wellbeing; cognitive, economic,
emotional and strengths, physical, psychological and social (see image below). Overall secondary students at ICB
indicated sound levels of wellbeing across most areas. The main areas of concern were in the emotional and
strength dimension; the data suggests students experience high levels of rumination, suppression and anxiety. The
analysis of data collected from the survey will allow for the development of future focus units and learning
experiences specifically targeted at improving areas of concern within the 2018 wellbeing program.
The implementation of the wellbeing program Achieve has been a step in the right direction for our students. The
future looks positive for the continuing development of secondary students’ health and wellbeing at ICB.
Mrs Shannon Robertson
Secondary Wellbeing Coordinator
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Health Matters
BY NURSE CATHERINE
This year has been full of change and I am excited about the
inclusion of the Health Centre in the newly created Welfare team.
A collaborative team approach towards the ‘caring’ of students and staff,
means our motivated and professional team can provide some proactive
and preventative measures, with wellbeing at the centre of our objectives.
Our College staff began the school year by participating in First Aid training by St Johns and it's
importance was highlighted by the effective resuscitation of a visitor to our College. The College is
fortunate to have a defibrillator as part of our health equipment which contributed to our visitor’s life being
saved. In appreciation, our grateful visitor has donated a second defibrillator to the College, and it is now
located in the Multi-Purpose Hall foyer.
The trend for increasing numbers of students visiting the Health Centre continued in 2017, particularly
through the Flu ‘epidemic’. A big thank you to our wonderful parents for their support, to our teachers and
aides who assisted in identifying sick children and a grateful acknowledgement to the girls from our
Administration team; thank you for your assistance when the flow of students seemed overwhelming!
Another new initiative has seen our Grade One cohort trialling the CleverDux ‘See and Save’ wrist bands.
These wrist bands are colour coordinated and identify students with various medical conditions. Blue
bands are worn by our asthmatics, red for our anaphylactic children and green is provided for students
with allergies. Our students have also received some in class education regarding these health conditions
and are encouraged to help students that need assistance.
Optometry and hearing testing returned this year for our Prep students. The objective is to capture any
possible impairment, while gaining recommendations on how this relates to learning. The parent sessions
and feedback gave guidance for future testing, the need for corrective measures and allowed our
teachers to identify and future plan for students with any issues.
Visiting occupational therapists, physiotherapists, speech pathologists and other psychology clinicians,
are a part of the team that assist us from outside organisations to provide a complex care approach to
your student’s learning experience, if required.
The College also managed to provide annual staff flu immunisations, and supported students in years 7, 8
and 10 as they received their immunisations via visits from Brisbane City Council Immunisation nurses.
Our Welfare team is exploring projects and activities, which will meet the needs of each student for
optimum educational, physical, emotional and spiritual growth.
I am proud to be a part of a team that is weaving wellbeing into the educational process. Our students
deserve to be nurtured within a safe and holistic educational environment. If you need any further
assistance with health, medication or management of a medical condition please contact me.
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School Guidance Counselor
Guidance Counselor Akrim Mahouachi
School counselors, through mutually respectful partnerships, improve, maintain
and promote emotional, social, physical and mental wellbeing and support whole
school approaches that encourage and enhance life-long learning. The information
you share with the school counselor would be kept confidential/private unless there
is a threat to your life or safety.
Role of school counselor:
In the last 2 years, we have been working hard to provide our students with
alternative pathways that will enable them to reach their goals in the future. This
year we will have 13 students that will be graduating with a Diploma in Leadership
and Management. We also have dozens of students that attended TAFE courses
that will help them graduate year 12.

We have also been busy widening the school’s professional network, working with industries and businesses on
programs that will benefit our students during their enrolment at the College and even after they graduate.
Finally, our students have also been involved in community engagement activities through different events such as
Logan Homeless Connect Day or the Food Run Initiative (MCF, MAA, Brothers in Need). Some senior prefects
attended the Community Gender Consultation on “Domestic Violence”. The grade 12 students organized and
created awareness about the” R U OK Day” as well.
The school counsellor can help with:
• Time Management
• VET Courses
• Careers, Job Interviews, Resume, Cover Letters
• Grief, Anxiety, Depression
• Relationship Issues
• Student Development
• Bullying/ Cyber Bullying
• Identity Crisis / Integration
• Family problems / Parenting skills
• Worries, Concerns and others issues

How can you contact the counselor?
Teacher’s referral: Referrals are available on the school website or on the Intranet.
Student self-referral: The counselor works at ICB Mondays to Fridays during school hours.
Students are welcome to access directly the service if any issue arises. There is also a mail box
in front of the counseling room, where students can leave their details for the counsellor to
contact them. Counseling is located in building B, near the computer labs.
Parents: Call to make an appointment directly with the counseling office or ask teacher
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE

College Parents' Advisory Committee
The College Parents’ Advisory Committee (CPAC), our school’s parent representative body is a vital part of
the school community and plays a valued role in helping achieve our school’s aspirations and goals.
Throughout the year, there were a
variety of agenda items discussed
at our monthly meetings from
traffic management, curriculum
and uniform concerns to the Draft
Strategic Plan for 2018-2022. The
Executive Committee took extra
steps to get more feedback and
involvement from the parents in
our school community by
establishing a group of parent
delegates for every year level for
both Primary and Secondary. We
also initiated a monthly “preCPAC” meeting on a Friday for
those who find it difficult to attend
the weekend meetings. Discussion
items were added to the CPAC
Agenda when necessary.
We have carried out several
fundraising activities. On Sunday,
April 30th, CPAC hosted our
biggest fundraising event, our Big
Autumn Fete. Alhamdulillah,
approximately $38,000 was raised
from this year’s event. The
success of the fete was truly in the
hands of the community who
attended but also, in the hands of
the students, teachers and parents
who volunteered and contributed
so significantly to making the day
a huge success. The committee
would also like to acknowledge the
dedication and contribution of
long-serving CPAC members
Zubaida Ahmad, Shameem Rane
and Osman Rane.

We would also like to acknowledge
and thank all our sponsors this
year:
Platinum Sponsors
ABD Poultry
MCCA Islamic Finance &
Investments
Southside Fitness
Gold Sponsors
ACRO Accounting & Financial
Planning
Crescent Wealth Islamic Super &
Investments
Kanoon Law Group
Silver Sponsors
Direct Mechanical Service
Express Car Cleaning
Our sincere appreciation to Br
Mu’adz Dzulkefly & Br Hafiedz
from Malaysia for providing such
wonderful entertainment on the
day, as well as Cr Angela Owen, Cr
Kim Marx and the Lord Mayor’s
Suburban Initiative Fund for their
contribution to the Fete. We would
also like to acknowledge Crescents
Café who donated 100% of their
profits directly to CPAC.
CPAC volunteers continue to assist
the Uniform shop and have also
initiated a second-hand uniform
sale once a term.

We have also financially supported
initiatives within the secondary
school community including the
visit of Manal Younus during
Writers’ Week and the attendance
of secondary students at “The
Complete Works of William
Shakespeare” at the Brisbane Arts
Theatre.
We are proudly subsidising the
cost of excursions in Primary
School to ensure that our teachers
can focus on the task of teaching
rather than fundraising. The CPAC
Citizenship Awards and Tomoum
Memorial Awards will continue to
be a part of the End of Year Award
ceremonies in 2017 and beyond.
The committee has worked closely
with the Primary Management
team to plan the new Upper
Primary Playground. We have
been fundraising and working
towards this significant goal since
2013 and we are most grateful to
members of the Board of
Management for supporting our
endeavour. Every effort is being
made to ensure that the
playground will be operational
from the beginning of Term 1, 2018.
We anticipate the happy, smiling
faces of the Year 2-6 children who
can look forward to using the
playground throughout their
Upper Primary years at ICB.

The success of CPAC relies heavily on the involvement and commitment of the parents of the ICB school
community. We need your continued support to help to achieve our goals for 2018 academic year. Please
visit the ICB website for more information about CPAC and how you can get involved.
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CPAC

The Tomoum
Memorial Award
In 2016, the College Parents’ Advisory Committee, with the support of the ICB Board of
Management awarded the Inaugural Tomoum Memorial Awards at the Year 6 and Year 12
Graduation ceremonies.
Mohamed Tomoum, an Egyptian
immigrant, played a vital role in
the Islamic community in
Brisbane. He helped establish the
West End Mosque, serving on its
committee for many years. He also
served as President of the Islamic
Council of Queensland and a
committee member of the
Australian Federation of Islamic
Councils. He served on the
Executive Committee of ECCQ,
and more notably, he was
instrumental in the establishment
of the Islamic College of Brisbane.
In 1992, Mohamed Tomoum
gathered the community together
to take a proposal to AFIC to
support the establishment of an
Islamic school in Brisbane. In 1993,
AFIC agreed to support the
proposal. Mohamed and his team
found the land at Karawatha and
petitioned the State Government
for the land. In May 1995, the
Premier of Queensland, Wayne
Goss, challenged the community
to establish a school by the 1st July
1995. This allowed only 30 days to
complete all the earthworks,
plumbing and electrics needed to
facilitate the prefabricated
structures that would house the
Islamic School of Brisbane.
Mohamed Tomoum, with the
support of the Brisbane Ummah,
worked day and night to complete
the challenge. On the 30th June
1995, the Premier, surprised by the
progress made in just 30 days,
approved the sale of the land.

The official opening of the Primary
School took place in early July 1995
and immediately enrolments
started to flow. The school has
grown from just 30 students in July
1995 to over 1000 students today
and has been established as an
Independent School in 2016.
The Tomoum Memorial Award
serves to acknowledge the
significant contribution of
Mohamed Tomoum to the
establishment of our school,
ensuring that our children can
learn in an Islamic environment,
surrounded by the many cultures
that represent our faith.
The criteria for this award is:
“It is not just for one but for
everyone”
The Tomoum Memorial Award is
given to a student in Year 6 and
Year 12 who has demonstrated
consistently:
A willingness to embrace fellow
students with sincerity, empathy,
sensitivity and compassion.
A commitment to the school
community through participation
in a range of community activities.
Good grace, dignity and kindness
and by their manner and
behaviour is deemed by all to be a
fine role model for fellow students.
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We were blessed to share
the Year 6 Graduation with
members of the Tomoum
family and his son, Yousef
Tomoum presented the
Inaugural Year 6 Tomoum
Memorial Award to
Sumaya El Sayed. The
family also met the first
recipient of the Year 12
Tomoum Memorial Award,
Azeezat Bodija.

A/H: 3411 0277
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STAFF
2017

Islamic College of Brisbane

Seated Row: Nisa Wahid, Sadia Khan, Afsheen Shahzad, Arya Putri, Nidhi Bakshi,
Orhan Camkara, Sharon Lam, Rukhsana Ashraf, Ray Barrett, Ian Martineau, Diane
Ross, Aruna Sharma, Rabul Khan, Iram Khan, Fauzina Nabi, Donna Akers
Second Row: Iman El Joukhi, Varinder Kaur Sidhu, Mohita Sharma, Ruba Tayoun,
Malka Dean, Faiza Masood, Aaliyah Booley, Shabana Ali, Tina Bellos, Sophia
Mohammed, Ruchi Goindi, Shakira Mohammed, Thahira Ahamed, Elizabeth Bowden,
Saireen Datt, Hakima Mesbah
Third Row: Catherine Wakefield, Sarah Unicomb, Ruhksanna Goss, Sami Muamar,
Jessie Hamill, Robin Lebillon, Muhammad Shah, Jim Bellos, Vincent Parry, Dean
Tyacke, Sharon Knauseder, Zeena Ackland, Farida Begum, Jessica Lyons, Amena El
Haj
Fourth Row: Manal Alamiri, Nasim Ahmed, Nasaf Safiq, Debbie Jones, Rola Hamze,
Sam Hurst, Safeena Ahmad, Judy Denniss, Emilie Hopper, Lynda Rifai, Waheeda
Zahab, Kirana Moodley, Louisa Maritz, Vinita Sharma, Jabeen Ghafoor, Amanda
Dunn
Fifth Row: Desirae Burger, Aman Chandra, Emina Basic, Craig Burchell, Mohammed
Zackariya Jaffer, Donna Battaglia, Darko Basic, Chris Daykin, Stuart Fuller,
Waliyullah Yoosoof, David Trickett, Mohammed Ali, Peter Overlack, Jahfar
Oorppatt, Catherine Stephenson
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The year of the visible learner
TO DO LIST

• Enable development of visible learners
• Know thy impact
• Foster passion and inspiration in
teachers
• Give effective feedback
• High expectations & love of learning
• Get milk

2017

LEADERS

Primary
PREFECTS
Class of 2017

Our prefect experience during this year was a wonderful
opportunity for us as we developed a many leadership skills
and made connections with the students and teachers of ICB.
This opportunity helped us understand, acknowledge and
communicate with our surroundings. The activities that we
participated in helped us improve our knowledge and helped
the school.
We felt proud and enjoyed representing our school and
helping the school become a better environment for
everyone. In the future, we would like to use these skills for
the betterment of the wider community. We aspire to be
senior leaders and be positive role models for the Junior
School.
Looking forward to the future in ICB.
Sidrah and Maria,6C.
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LEADERS
Class of 2017

FALL IN,
WE ARE

LEADING
THE WAY
ICB, 2017
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A SHORT MESSAGE FROM A PAST

LEADER
It was a privilege to be the Vice-Captain of 2016
alongside Ebrahim Sadeed. Throughout the year, I was
fortunate enough to work closely with Azeezat Bodija,
the school captain, in addition to the student council
and alumni group. We were able to implement many
new things this year, thanks to our very flexible and
understanding head of secondary, Mr Martineau. Our
job was to leave a legacy behind – I’m proud to say we
got halfway to achieving that. Although I don’t know
what for, people will remember us; I’m sure of it.
I can say without cringing, that I was a big sister to
many students (including my own brother, Shais).
Interestingly enough, it was truly the best part of my
entire 5 year experience. However, my final legacy will
be this article – some last pieces of advice for the future
ICBians.
For the future leaders:
It has always been my opinion that a true leader
shouldn’t need to wear a badge to be recognised.
Considering I didn’t wear mine for 95% of the time and
was still recognised as a leader, I think the evidence
points to the truth. Future leaders, you’ll know if you’ve
done a good enough job if you can get away with not
wearing your badge.
For those of you who unfortunately did not witness my
graduation speech in person:
“Going in to the real world means no more getting
‘spoon fed’ the class syllabus, no more being told
‘you’re out of bounds’, no more elevator parties, no
more speakers on the lawn, no more ‘rebellious’
maccas run because no one will actually care, and
sadly no more consequence room. Graduating high
school means using everything you’ve learned to step
into the big wide world and make a life for yourself. The
knowledge that you’ll use to accomplish this won’t be
recounting the last tsar of Russia or finding the integral
of 3x2 (For the record its tsar Nicholas II and x3). The
knowledge you’ll use are the by-products of your
education. 5 years of high school in ICB will teach you
how to learn, and this, more than anything else, is what
will enable you in the future.” (Rehman, 2016)
Yes children, your high school education will be almost
completely useless. However, you will not be able to
progress into the ‘real world’ without knowing how to
learn. Keep that in mind.

For the yet-to-graduate students:
1. High school is a journey (kinda like the Hobbit - spans
over 5 years, has moments of brutality and triumph, etc.).
Enjoy it. You will never have the opportunity to know
everyone again.
2. Loki is the only important character in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe. Respect that.
3. A multiple subject book is a bad idea unless you’re in
the final term of grade 12, in which it should be the only
idea.
4. Learning is lifelong (M. Dean, 2001).
5. Don’t burn bridges you’ll need to cross again (i.e. you
will have that teacher the ENTIRE year. Potentially
more).
6. Try the staff room coffee, it’s nice.
7. If you’re doing a research report, don’t bother writing
anything down. You will research what you need to
know to get the grades anyway.
8. The awards and accolades mean nothing if you have
no one to be proud of you.
9. Be nice to people who haven’t done anything wrong
to you. When a lowkey dis is required, by all means, dish
it out. It’s high school. You will need to learn both how to
function as a member of society and how to be passive
aggressive.
10. Mr Basic probably has embarrassing photos of you
somewhere.
11. Don’t drop out. Graduating is a great feeling. For
example I’m writing this at 11am and eating brekky in
my PJs.
There are many people who need thanking. However
instead, I will thank Allah (swt) for everything and ask
that he rewards every person who contributed to what
cumulated as the year 2016. I sincerely hope Allah (swt)
gives all of you as great a high school experience as I
got

Sairah Rehman Vice Captain 2016
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Assalamu Alaykum

YUSUF GULER

2017 has been the long anticipated final year of school. After 12 years of
education everything has been building up to this year. From the induction
MALE CAPTAIN
ceremony at the beginning of the year to the graduation on the last day and
everything in between, it has been a great experience. I was presented with
the opportunity to become the 2017 Male College Captain. A role which would
open up many opportunities throughout the year to represent the school on
many occasions and engage in higher level leadership. Now at the end of the year
I can truly say this role has benefitted me in many ways. From managing people,
public speaking, organising and time management, to community engagement and other issues.
This role has allowed me to practice and rectify skills now, to ensure further improvement and
success in the future. It has allowed me to participate and engage with public figures in our
community, college captains from other schools and attend meetings and events even at the
Queensland Government House. This experience I gained would not have been possible if I hadn’t
become the College Captain.
As a leadership team through events, assemblies and fundraisers we have conveyed our message
that the preservation of Islam and community engagement, advancement and unity is of utmost
importance. Our harmony day assembly exhibited a great display of the diverse cultures present in
our school. The ANZAC Day ceremony contained a commemoration for the Muslims in Turkey who
also died in this war. The pre-Ramadan picnic was joint with an assembly dedicated to Al-Nakba day
and to educating the students regarding the events that have occurred in modern Islamic history.
We have helped raise awareness for numerous appeals and have assisted in collecting funds to aid
those in need in places such as Syria, East Africa and Rohingya. My fellow co-captains Zahra, Ahmed
and Maryam as well as the prefect team have assisted in ensuring these events were a success.
Without their help and support our assemblies, fundraisers and sports events would not have been
the same.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my teachers past and present who have helped me
throughout my school life. I would also like to thank the Imams of the college who have always been
there to advise and support us through our ventures. Through their efforts we have developed as
better Muslims who are aware of our religion and the current circumstances regarding it.
On that note I would like to conclude with a few words for the future students and captains of ICB.
Always remember that you represent not only this school but Islam as well. You are the youth of our
community and ummah at large, utilise it wisely. Our values as Muslims need to be upheld and
those who seek to bring it down or change them must see that there are people willing to stand up
for them. If you protect the rights of Allah then Allah will protect you. I wish you all the best for the
rest of your schooling lives here at ICB. May Allah guide you and keep you on the straight path

COLL

CAPT
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Assalamu Alaykum
I don’t know that I was any kind of proper captain – I certainly didn’t feel like it. I don’t know if I was
expecting a flash of light or to wake up in a cocoon after a mist descended upon me and emerge as a new
and improved, more socially adept and less disorganised person – whatever it was, it didn’t happen. And
yet I find myself with the badge and the obligation to pass on my “wisdom” to the next generation (may
Allah help you if this is the best place you can find for advice).
Year 12 did not go by in a flash, nor does it feel like only yesterday that bogan 6-year-old me first stepped
foot in the school. It was long, exhausting and arduous and I will be glad that I never have to do it again. Yet
at the same time, I will be sad to see it go.
My year as College Captain – and to the same degree, my entire schooling life – was filled with failed
attempts and abandoned pursuits that (Alhamdulillah) shall never know the light of day (save those that
put the school at risk of incineration). These were punctuated by the occasional success that concealed my
inadequacies just well enough for me to continue onwards without raising too many questions. While this
method resulted in a somewhat underqualified College Captain for 2017, it certainly worked well enough for
me. I’ve been told time and time again that your years at ICB are precious and should be savoured, and I’ve
certainly done that with a vigour that may be partially responsible for putting off the rest of the ICB student
body’s enthusiasm for the school. I threw myself into everything nobody wanted, to do with everything I
didn’t have. I attended clubs and meetings and drowned in awkward silences as a result – all so that I
could graduate without any sense of regret over what I did not try.
To list the names of everybody who contributed to my resulting ICB experience would take up far too much
space, but I hope that I had the foresight to let them know who they were, if not with my words then with
my actions. In particular, my Imams and teachers who were always there to guide/drag me back on the
many occasions when my attention/motivation/will to live wavered (increasingly so in the last two years).
To everybody else; thank you for helping with my bibliographies. Thank you for laughing at my lame jokes
out of pity – next time you see me, please relieve yourself of that obligation. Thank you for putting up with
my rants. To my cohort, who were stuck with me for eleven long years, your patience is admirable – nay,
superhuman. And to those on Student Council (officially or unofficially) who had the displeasure of putting
up with me slightly more often than most this past year, I am very, deeply sorry for my atrocious
communication skills – the same ones that prevent me from saying this to you in person without sounding
insincere.
May Allah grant you all success in this life and the next.
I suppose that I don’t really have much advice to pass on, because regardless
of what I write at the end of the day there is no substitute for experience. The
school has changed so much in the few years while I attended it, and I
changed along with it. I emerged from it all a little more literate and a lot less
bogan, Alhamdulillah (but still very socially stunted). I suppose no number of
badges or captaincies can change some things.

EGE

ZAHRA ALI
FEMALE CAPTAIN

AINS
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From the Islamic
Imam Desk
Riyaz Seedat

Alhamdulillah
2017 has
been a very
busy year at ICB for the
Arabic and Islamic
Department. A few new
events and excursions were
introduced to an already
busy schedule for our
teachers.

The year began with World Hijab Day hosted by the
Grade 12 students. This event created an excitement
for all to showcase their talents in the different styles
and colours of Hijab, but more interestingly was the
effort showed by the Non-Muslim staff
at the school in wearing
the Hijab for the day

On Wednesday the 15th
March 2017 ICB
students wore black
ribbons in solidarity with
the innocent people of
Syria who have been
suffering for the last 6
years.

Grade 12 students were taken
to Kuraby Mosque and in
particular Muslim Funeral
Services and were given a
Add a little bit of body text
practical tutorial in how to wash
(ghusl) the deceased body as
well as donning the shroud
(kafn).
I would like to thank Uncle AK
Surtee and his team for
teaching our students this
important responsibility.
ICB hosted Padua and Mt
Other visitors to our school included a group of
Alvernia Colleges in the
Scholars from South Africa who shared their expertise
Second Term which has
with The Arabic and Islamic staff for a full day. Shaykh
become an annual event for
Ayub – A senior Scholar who has over 55 years of
the last 7 years. They were
experience in Education addressed our students.
briefed on the activities of our
Imaam Akram from the Slacks Creek Mosque advised
school as well as viewing the
our students on the importance youth have in a Muslim
Zuhr prayer amongst the
Society during Youth Week.
many other activities done on
Dylan Chown, a former teacher at ICB spoke to our
the day. Lunch was provided
to our visitors.
Grade 12 students on the importance of Adab.
Riyaad Ally from Muslim Aid Australia did a
presentation for the Grade 12 students on the
importance of Welfare and helping the needy.
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An assembly prior
to the pre-Ramadan
picnic proved to be
a new learning
curve for our
students who were
briefed on the plight
of the Palestinian
struggle as well as
the Importance of
Masjidul Aqsa.

The Arabic
Spelling Bee
proved
to be a
success
once again.

The annual Quran
Competition
proved to be more
competitive than
ever before with
the multiple
winners in each
section.

The Annual Haj
Ramadan proved to be a highly spiritual
Enactment for Primary and educational experience for all our
was bigger and better students. Students were encouraged to
than last year.

go to the Islamic classes during breaks to
try and complete the entire Qur'an in the
month of Ramadan, which many of our
students achieved. The daily Ramadan
Quiz took place after Zuhr prayers which
created enthusiasm and desire amongst
students to research and educate
themselves on different Islamic topics.

A story teller
is expected to
highlight the
Story of
Musa(AS) to
the Grade 7-9
students.

Our Annual Ramadan fundraiser
focused on East Africa and the
drought that the
people were suffering in that
region. Alhamdulillah an
amount of $8,284.60 was raised
and handed over to Islamic
Relief Australia.

A fundraiser for the
impoverished
Rohingyan Muslims
was held at the end of
Term 3. Donations
were given
to Human
Appeal for
distribution .
A total of $6692.85
was collected.

Grade 11 Students
will be visiting Padua
and Mt Alvernia
Colleges in early term
4 as part of our
exchange
programme with the
respective colleges.

Quran
Competition
dates have been
moved to the
end of Term 1 so
that there are no
clashes with the
many events
taking place in
Term 3.
IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MOST GRACIOUS, THE MOST MERCIFUL

PUNCTUALITY IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Looking
forward to next
year,
the
much
anticipated
Hafz /Tahfeez
Programme

Hifz/Tahfeez
Programme

Students will be
given the
opportunity to
memorise
the
Quran at
school without
the need to leave
school.

Hifz/Tahfeez
Programme is
expected to
commence from
Term 1.
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Punctuality is the most important quality of a person which enables him/her to handle
the required tasks on time. Islam guides mankind not only to the importance of
punctuality but also how to value it because punctuality is the key to success for every
punctual person. It provides various opportunities to go ahead in life and live a happy
life. We can understand the importance of punctuality and commitments from the
following verses:
Verily, the prayer is enjoined on the believers at a fixed time. (An-Nisa’a: 103)
Hadith: Someone asked the Prophet (saw) about the best action in the sight of Allah?
He (saw) replied: “Offering prayer (Salah) at its prescribed time”. (Al-Bukhari)
O you who believe! Fulﬁl your promises. (Al-Maida: 01)
A Muslim should be punctual in five daily prayers and make himself a model of
excellent character. Punctuality is the strength of a disciplined person. It benefits a
person in many ways, children must be taught to reach their schools at the right time
and complete their homework on time. Parents and elders must respect all their
appointments and commitments whether they are with their friends, family members,
colleagues or anyone else, otherwise being late is a form of arrogance and disrespect
towards others and they will ruined their image and reputation. Lack of punctuality
results in a multitude of harmful effects for example: stress, fear, anxiety and failure in
life.
The natural processes are the best examples for us to learn about punctuality such as
sun rise, sun setting, flower blooming, plants growing, rivers flowing and season’s
arriving are all set and punctual according to their fixed time and place. Punctuality is
a powerful quality which can make a person successful and famous. Therefore, it is
important for every male and female to be punctual. Islam encourages Muslims to fulfil
their promises, to be punctual for all events, care for time and utilize it wisely. Of
course, punctuality should be the standard of all Muslims for which we are known. We
ask Allah to grant us the ability to be punctual in all events and always keep us on the
right path. Aameen.
Imam Mohammad Tahir

I would like to thank the
management, staff,
students and parents for
making 2017 a very
busy but successful
year.
We make dua to Allah
that he grants all of us in
particular our student’s
success in every aspect
of our lives and make
the college grow from
strength to strength.

HAJJ
ENACTMENT

By 6D
Hanaa Arackakkunnel
Arshiya Shahzad
Fatimah Zahra 6D

On the 17th of August, primary students had their Hajj
Enactment Day. It was really great because we all got the
experience on Hajj and learnt new things.
First, we had to get our passports stamped.
Next we went to Mina and pretended to sleep there for the
night and wake up for the next day.
After that we moved to Arafat Mountain to spend the day
pretending to read Qur'an and making Duaa as the Imam gave
us a speech.
Then we went to Muzdalifah and pretended to sleep for the
second day.
Next,we went to Rami- Aljamarat where we threw pretend
stones at Shaytaan.
After that we went to the slaughter house where we learnt
about slaughtering animals during Hajj.
Next we went to the barber where Imam talked about
trimming or shaving the hair where Ihraam is taken off.
After that we went to Makkah and performed Tawaaf.
Then we headed to the ZamZam Well station. We all had half a
cup of ZamZam water mixed with mineral water.
Finally we went back to Safa Mountain, our starting point.
We all enjoyed our time.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

PUNCTUALITY IS
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS
Punctuality is the most important quality of
a person which enables him/her to handle
the required tasks on time. Islam guides
mankind not only to the importance of
punctuality but also how to value it because
punctuality is the key to success for every
punctual person. It provides various
opportunities to go ahead in life and live a
happy life. We can understand the
importance of punctuality and
commitments from the following verses:

Imam Mohammad Tahir

"Verily, the prayer is
enjoined on the
believers at a
fixed time."
(An-Nisa’a: 103)

"O you who believe! Fulﬁl your promises."
Al-Maida :1
Someone asked the Prophet
(s.a.w.) about the best action in
the sight of Allah? He (s.a.w.)
replied: “Offering prayer
(Salah) at its prescribed time”.

The natural processes are the best examples
for us to learn about punctuality such as sun
rise, sun setting, flower blooming, plants
growing, rivers flowing and season’s arriving
are all set and punctual according to their
fixed time and place.

(Al-Bukhari)
A Muslim should be punctual in five daily
prayers and make himself a model of
excellent character. Punctuality is the
strength of a disciplined person. It benefits a
person in many ways, children must be taught
to reach their schools at the right time and
complete their homework on time. Parents
and elders must respect all their
appointments and commitments whether
they are with their friends, family members,
colleagues or anyone else, otherwise being
late is a form of arrogance and disrespect
towards others and they will ruin their image
and reputation. Lack of punctuality results in
a multitude of harmful effects, for example:
stress, fear, anxiety and failure in life.
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Punctuality is a powerful quality which can
make a person successful and famous.
Therefore, it is important for every male and
female to be punctual. Islam encourages
Muslims to fulfil their promises, to be punctual
for all events, care for time and utilize it wisely.
Of course, punctuality should be the standard
of all Muslims for which we are known. We ask
Allah to grant us the ability to be punctual in all
events and always keep us on the right path.
Aameen.
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RAMADHAN
QUIZ
HANNA MUAMAR

This year in Ramadhan, we had a variety of activities to boost our spirituality
and enhance the understanding of basic Islamic concepts. The prophet (SAW)
said, 'Seeking knowledge is necessary upon all Muslims'. This year Ramadan
was a perfect opportunity for the ICB students to learn and discuss heaps of
interesting religious lessons through a Quiz program.
Every day in Ramadan after Dhuhr Salah, the Imams came up with questions
for both primary and secondary students of ICB. Questions assessed our
knowledge in the areas of Qur'an, Hadeeth, Islamic history and so on. Students
left their answers in a box that was placed in the administration office. The next
day, Imam would explain the correct answer after Dhuhur prayer. Then, there
was a draw to pick one student out of all the correct answers. The student who
was picked out from the draw was rewarded $10 not only as a gift, but a small
push forward, urging them to continue seeking knowledge.
It was such a perfect opportunity, to learn more and increase our
understanding of Islam. All the students enjoyed it, and we hope that the Islamic
Department will continue these daily Ramadhan lessons in the future.
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WORLD HIJAB DAY
Our beautiful teachers
On the 2nd of February, the Year 12 girls organised ICB's second World Hijab Day. Female
secondary students celebrated the occasion by wearing colourful hijabs throughout the
day to celebrate diversity, spread awareness and kindle a better understanding of how
Muslim women around the world live their day-to-day lives.
Both primary and secondary students came together at
morning tea to engage in a range of interactive
activities. These included a mural titled "What does
Hijab mean to you?", to which all the students could
contribute , and a drawing competition in which
students could submit there works of art representing
modesty, with the student producing the best piece
winning a prize. Non-Muslim teachers also got to
celebrate the day, with some opting to wear a headscarf
(styled by students) for a day.
Overall, the entire day was a massive success that gave
students a chance to reflect on why they (or the people
around them) wore the hijab, and gave the teachers an
opportunity to get to know their students a little better.
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GIRL POWER
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On the 3rd of May ICB hosted Padua College and its
sister school Mt Alvernia in what has become an
annual tradition for the three schools. The day
commenced with a photo of the three schools who
met on the quadrangle as a welcome from ICB. After
this, the schools moved up to the multi-purpose hall
for an assembly run by the Grade 12s students.
After a recital of ICB and Padua College’s daily
prayers, speeches were made about the school and
how it helps us grow to become functional young
Australian Muslims. It was concluded with a speech
by Imam Waliyullah about tolerance in Islam, after
which the boys and girls split into their separate
groups to do smaller activities. The girls group got
to try on a variety of Hijabs, donated for the occasion
by grade 12 girls, and engaged in group discussion.
Meanwhile the boys took a tour of the school, where
the grade 12 boys took charge familiarising the
visitors with the school. This was followed by Dhuhr
Salah, which the visiting students watched. A
sausage sizzle lunch was provided by ICB as a
friendly and inclusive gesture, which students and
staff enjoyed. The visit was an excellent experience
to strengthen ties between the schools, and to teach
acceptance between the students. Hopefully this
tradition can continue long into the future.
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ICB HOSTS
PADUA AND MT
ALVERNIA

PEACE AT PADUA , ICB, AND MT ALVERNIA

by Aisha Gouicem

On the 10th of October, the year 11 students alongside Imam Riyaaz and Mrs Dean visited Padua College.
The day began with the students from Mt Alvernia, Padua Collge and the Islamic College, all gathered outside
the church, where we greeted one another and introduced ourselves to the other schools. We were then
taken into the church where Father John shared some wise words on unity and faith, followed by Amaan
Ishaaq calling the adzaan.
Shayma Nejari was then called up to
recite some words regarding our
differences and our similarities. Ghalia
Aldoseri recited Surah Al-Fatiha from the
Qur’an with Fos Geyre doing the
translation. After the Islamic segment was
completed, Father John was once again
called up as he blessed us all with the
word ‘peace’, The students did the same
and shook hands with each other saying
‘peace’.
After the church segment, the males and females separated to their designated schools; boys to Padua
College and the girls to Mt. Alvernia. Upon arriving at Mt. Alvernia, all the girls gathered at the meeting room
where the vice principal and head of religious studies introduced us to the school and gave us a little run down
of the place. We were then offered some morning tea to have with the Mt. Alvernia girls which gave us an
opportunity to get to know them a bit better. After morning tea, the girls separated in several small groups
where they were given a tour of the school.
The students then gathered
back up in the meeting room
where sister Catherine spoke
about her visit to Egypt and
the similarities between the
two faiths; Christianity and
Islam, and that we shouldn’t
discriminate and always
remain respectful. She also
spoke about the story
regarding the Sultan and Saint
Francis and their agreement to
respect one another. We then
had an activity where students
from either school could
present a question regarding
religious practices and what
they may do for leisure. The
questions were placed on six
different tables and the
students were allowed to go
from one table to another to
give their opinion and provide
answers to the questions that
were proposed.
The day concluded with the Mt. Alvernia girls saying a prayer and gifting us with the prayer and a bracelet.
The girls then joined the other students back at the church for a group photo and a student representative
from Padua College and Mt. Alvernia presented the Islamic College with a gift.
Ultimately, the day was full of different activities that deepened our knowledge on the Christian faith and
allowed for us to become more understanding and open minded and to realise that we are indeed very similar
and we deserve to treat one another with respect and kindness.
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JUMMAH SALAT AT ICB

Ayeesha Zahida Gemicioglu

Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala says:

O you who have belief, when the Adhan is called for the
prayer on the day of Jumu'ah , then proceed to the
remembrance of Allah and leave trade. That is better for you,
if you only knew.(AL JUMU’A 62:9)
“And when the prayer has been concluded, disperse within the
land and seek from the bounty of Allah, and remember Allah
often that you may succeed”. (AL JUMU’A 62;10)
Messenger of Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala said: "The best day
during which the sun has risen is Friday. It is the Day Adam (A)
was created. It is the day when Adam (A) entered paradise and
it is the day Adam (A) was taken out from it. Friday is also the
day on which the Day of Judgment takes place."(Sahih Muslim)
A Hadeeth of Prophet
Sallallahu Alaihi Wa
Sallam states; When
the Friday comes, at
every door of the
Masjid there stands
Angels who write down
the names of those
who come First, then
who comes next. When
the Imam sits down,
the records are closed
and the Angels come
to listen to the
reminder, the Khutba.
(Sahih Muslim)
After the Khutbah we all get
up and pray the two Rakat
Jumua salah with Imam and
when we are done, we pray
another two Rak'at Sunnah
individually to finish off. I
normally come home and
always share what Imam
talked about in his
khutubah with my parents
and it pleases them to know
that I have learnt something
new and beneficial.

Prophet Muhammad
(s.a.w.) said, "There
is an hour on Friday
in which a Muslim
does not ask Allah
for anything but He
gives it to him. So
seek it in the last
hour after 'asr'"
(Abud Dawaud, AnNasa'i)

Friday is a very
important day for
Muslims. It is more
significant and
more beneficial
than any other day
of the week. It is the
day that Muslims
gather to pray in
congregation. No
other day of the
week shares its
virtues.

Every Friday at Islamic College of Brisbane,
we perform our Jumua Salah at 12.30. It is a
nice experience to see the whole school
gathered in the prayer hall to worship Allah
Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala. When we enter the
prayer hall, we pray two Rak'at Sunnah, and
then an Imam speaks a topic in English
followed by Arabic Khutubah. Interestingly,
there will be different topics delivered by
various Imams. I personally enjoy listening
to the khutubah like other students
because sometimes imam tells us funny
interesting stories and ways we can benefit
from it. We always wait for Fridays to listen
to the Khutubah because the topics are
never the same and the issues mentioned
in the talk are really touching and
beneficial.
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Ms Mesbah & Ms Khadijah
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KURABY MOSQUE EXCURSION
As part of their Islamic unit, year 12
students have been learning about
the rights and procedures of the
deceased. During Week 7, the
students visited Kuraby Masjid for a
demonstration of the handling and
Ghusl of a deceased person. The boys
and girls were shown separately, first,
the washing of the body, which
included Ghusl using camphor-water.
It was applied to the seven places of
Sajdah on the body. Then they were
taught how to tie the Kafn using five
pieces for females and three for
males, and showed how the body is
placed in the grave.

The facilities used for the
demonstration were clean and
of a high standard, showing
the dignity required when
handling the deceased. The
students were also taught how
to pray the Janazah Salah later
on. The procedure was
explained by a few
experienced volunteers from
the community, may Allah
reward them.
It was really an eye-opening
experience for all. We would
like to thank the Imams for
organising this trip for us, and
Ms Ahmed and Mrs Dean who
came to supervise the girls.
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AL-QUR'AN THE BRIGHT LIGHT
Procrastination affects us all – however,
the most serious procrastination is the
one that keeps us away from Allah’s path
and away from good deeds.
It’s interesting how people normally
procrastinate to do good deeds or
beneficial actions, but would rarely
procrastinate when it comes to bad
deeds or useless tasks! It reminds me of
what Imam Zaid Shakir said in our recent
interview with him, he said. " Clearly,
procrastination is from shaytaan."
I want us to tackle a growing problem
amongst many Muslims today: It’s the
procrastination from reading/reciting
the Quran on a daily basis. We call it
procrastination, but in some cases, it can
be called complete abandonment (may
Allah protect us).
Normally, what makes people
procrastinate from reading the Quran
daily revolves around the following six
excuses:

Excuses, Excuses…
1. Lack of time: “I don’t have time! I’m
too busy!”
2. Enough Quran in Salah: “I read Quran
in my Salah everyday…”
3. Mental blocks: “I like to be in a certain
mental/spiritual state to read the Quran
– I rarely get those ‘states’ every day”
4. Guilt: “I haven’t touched the Quran in
ages, I feel so bad, don’t think I can read
it now, maybe when I go to Hajj or in
Ramadan”
5. Inability to read: “I don’t know how to
read the Quran”
6. Lack of Understanding: “I can read
the Quran but I don’t understand it, so
for me, there’s no point reading it”
We’ve heard these excuses in varied
degrees and we’ll tackle them below
insha’Allah

By Imam Jaffer

Seriousness of Abandoning the Quran
Firstly, I want to highlight the seriousness of not
keeping a close relationship with the Quran.
Allah (Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala) says in the Quran:
“And the Messenger (Muhammad will say: O my
Lord! Verily, my people deserted this Qur’an
(neither listened to it, nor acted on its laws and
teachings)”. (Quran, Surah Al-Furqan, Chapter
#25, Verse #30).
Imagine the Prophet Muhammad (peace and
blessings be upon him) complaining about me
and you on day of Judgement for deserting the
Quran? And why shouldn’t he complain when
he (Peace and blessings be upon him) left
behind the best of Books, the eternal miracle,
the words of Allah between our hands, and we
simply put it on a shelf to collect dust!
Imam ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah [rahimahullah]
summarized the type of abandonment of the
Quran:

Healing and Mercy
I just want to make it clear that not reciting/reading
the Quran regularly is not a ‘small’ thing; you
definitely want to stay in touch with the Quran
regularly. Allah says in the Quran: “And we send
down from the Qur’an that which is a healing and a
Mercy to those who believe [in Islamic Monotheism
and act on it], and it increases the Zalimoon
[polytheists and wrong-doers] nothing but loss.”
[Quran, Al-Isra, Chapter# 17, Verse# 82].
Imagine, every time you open and read this book,
mercy and healing comes down to you. That’s
mercy and healing for all your social problems,
psychological issues, emotional ups and downs,
etc. How can it not be a mercy and healing, when
it’s Allah’s beautiful timeless words that He says
brings tranquility to the heart?
I once heard a story narrated of a Muslim man who
had psychological problems. He went to see a lot of
doctors in his country and couldn’t find a solution
to his issues. He travelled to the US and visited a top
Christian doctor. After hearing his problems, the
doctor quietly walked to a shelf, picked up a book
and told him: “You Muslims have this and you have
psychological problems?!” The book he held was
the Quran.
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Tackling the Excuses
1. “Lack of time” – I’m sure you have 10
minutes!
2. “Enough Quran in Salah” – Alhamdulillah,
it’s good that you’re reading Quran in your
salah every day, but unless you’re Hafidh of
Quran, the large majority of what you recite in
Salah is the last 5 pages of the Quran. Correct?
Exactly, reading the Quran outside the salah
allows you to explore the other beautiful and
miraculous 595 pages and truly build the
Quran into your life. You need time with Quran
where you can just sit down to read and reflect
on the ayah.
3. “Mental blocks” – Get into the habit of
reading the Quran daily and your ‘special
mental state’ will come.
4. “Guilt” – This is one of the most famous
tricks of Shaytan. Shaytan will whisper to you
that you’re too sinful to even come close to the
Quran, there’s no point now after so long, and
you can only make repentance during Hajj. My
simple advice is to fight those whisperings of
Shaytan; now that you know those thoughts
come from Shaytan, don’t listen under any
circumstance. Use that guilt you feel for
abandoning the Qur’an to drive you into
taking action and making a change. It’s really
as simple as picking up the Quran and reading
it. Insha’Allah you’ll soon fall in love with the
Quran.
5. “Inability to read” – Join a Quran class or
find a Quran teacher.
6. “Lack of Understanding” – Join a Quran
class, find a Quran teacher, start learning
Arabic, and/or have a translation next to you.

Three Practical Tips
So here are the practical tips to get you
into the habit of reading the Quran on a
daily basis.
1. Set a daily allocated time, not more
than 10 minutes, to read the Quran. I say
not more than 10 minutes because if you
over do it (especially in the first few
days), you won’t come back reading the
Quran again. It’s a psychological quirk,
don’t ask me! Just simply set a daily 10
minutes a day, whether it’s before/after
Fajr, or during your commute, or before
you sleep.
2. Make it a habit: You know brushing
your teeth in the morning is a habit?
Good, use that same concept with the
Quran. It’s part of your morning routine
or evening routine or some form of a
habit that you consistently do and you
would feel incomplete and unhappy if
you have not done it.
3. Sign up to a Quran class: This depends
on your level. If you can’t read the Quran,
join a class that teaches you how to read.
If you can read the Quran, but don’t
understand its meanings, start learning
Arabic. If you can read the Quran, and
can understand it, start memorizing.
Whatever it is, make sure you attend a
learning circle related to the Quran.
Subhan Allah, the Quran is an endless
sea of knowledge that one does not tire
to explore, so start your journey today.

BONUS TIP: HOW TO FINISH THE
QURAN IN 30 DAYS OR LESS!

I want to share with you a very simple practical tip that will help you read the Quran every 30 days
insha’Allah.
I’m assuming here that you’re reading the Quran in Arabic and not the translation. There are
roughly 600 pages in the Quran, so if you divide 600 pages by 30 days in a month, you get 20
pages to complete in a day, or roughly one Juz’ (1/30th of the Quran). 20 pages per day may
sound a lot, but what if you divide it by the 5 daily prayers? You’ll only have to read 4 pages
before/after every salah. So, if you can read only 4 pages of Quran after every salah, you can
complete reciting the entire Quran in 30 days! Moreover, reading a page of the Quran with
recitation and pronunciation can take up to 3 minutes, so 3 minutes x 4 pages = 12 minutes. It’s
not a lot, honestly!
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Survive
Revive
Qur'an

RECITE - WIN BOTH WORLDS
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From the Library
The only thing that you absolutely have to know, is the location of the library!
Albert Einstein
The role of our school library is to provide the best resources
for teachers and students, to meet the needs of our Australian
Curriculum and to foster a life-long love of reading high quality
literature. We are also dedicated to provide resources that
reflect the ethos of our school.
Our collection of resources is now around 29,000 titles which
include approximately 16,000 digital resources, e.g.
databases, websites, videos, e-books and other such
multimedia resources.
Students in the primary school have a dedicated time to use
the library to browse, borrow and listen to new stories. Our
computer labs are also booked for classes to use our online
services, to learn to use effective search techniques and to
publish work.
We offer an array of activities for students during the breaks, as
well use of the computer labs.
Students in the secondary library come in from 7.30 a.m. to use
the facilities, catch up with friends or to relax and read, or play
a game of chess. The jigsaw puzzles have also had a good
workout.
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From the Library continued
The major event of the year for the library is Book Week, which is always held in Term 3.
This year the theme was, ‘Escape to Everywhere.’ The library team and our wonderful
teachers ensured our students were familiar with all of the books that were in the
competition. There were definitely favourites!

The program this year saw the Prep and Year 1’s attend a show, titled “Super Duper
Show” which was followed by an author/illustrator day for P-6 and then of course the
Book Character Parade for Prep to Year 3.
This year the Years 4-6 students were engaged in a day of activities based around the
Book Week books. This replaced their character parade but they were still able to come
dressed as their favourite character. The activities were very well received by the
students who enjoyed making their own robot characters, flying seagulls, patchwork
bikes and many other activities. Many of these were displayed in the library for others to
enjoy.

Pictures of the Book Week Events can be seen on the following pages.
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Years 4 to 6
"Escape to Everywhere Day"

Year 4 made Character Bags

Year 4 and 6 made shape pictures

They all loved the flying seagull
competition

Years 4 - 6 had a fun day of activities based around the
Book Week books.

Year 6 created and raced Fuzz Bot Robots

Year 4 students made amazing Mechanica creatures
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Duper Show!

Preps and Year Ones were entertained by artists from Perform! Education
Musicals, who showed our students that striving to try their best and never to
underestimate our potential. It was a powerful message with an exciting,
dynamic narrative that included the Book Week books.
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Peter Carnavas showed
Year 2 and 3 students how
he created his stories and
how they could be
illustrators too!

Chris Collin entertained the Preps
and Year 1's with his storytelling
skills.

Author and Cartoonist
Dave Hackett showed
Years 4 to 6 students
that drawing anything is
as easy as drawing a
simple shape and then
make it curly, straight,
bendy or pointy!
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P-3 Book Character Parade
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Year 2 has had an
awesome year, with a
Science Incursion,
Brain Talk and Life
Education Visit.
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Year 5 participated
in NAPLAN, a graffiti
workshop, drumming
excursion and bio security.
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Science Day
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CLEAN UP
AUSTRALIA DAY

53

LIFE

EDUCATION
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LITERACY & NUMERACY WEEK

PD

6C

5A

1C

2D

6A

5A EID CELEBRATION
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2C BRAIN TALK

5A
HAJJ

HAJJ

STICKS & STONES
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Preps
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Year 3
On 19 May, Grade Three had
their Pre- Ramadan Party. All
the students brought their
cultural food. The party
started with a message from
Imam Riyaaz. We then had a
small Islamic quiz and students
were given prizes. I was very
happy because I received a
prize and it was a fidget
spinner. We ate cakes, muffins,
chops and pizza. I had fun.
Receb Said Aslan - 3D

In Term 2, Grade Three had an
Aboriginal incursion. In the show
we met an Aboriginal man. He
taught us how to make fire using
sticks.
After fire we painted our faces.
Then we did some boomerang
throwing. He taught us some
tricks and some of our
boomerangs went very high. After
that we had some didgeridoos. It
was a fun and exciting day.
By Aleena Junaid - 3D
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DITTO
SHOW

Preps to Year 3 enjoyed a
fantastic performance from
Bravehearts. 'Ditto' the
lion, taught students about
personal safety in a fun
and interactive way.

Year 4, 5, 6 Brave Presentation

Year 1 Firemen Visit
Grade One's received a visit
from the local firemen to teach
them about fire safety and what
to do in an emergency. They
saw a fireman's outfit and the
fire truck!
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2017 SENIOR SPEECH COMPETITION
THE LINEUP

AHMED CHOUCHANE
YEAR 12

SHAJMA NEJARI
YEAR 11

SUMAIYA BHARADIA
YEAR 11

RIDA AHMED
YEAR 12

SHAMAAMAH ISLAM
YEAR 12

NARMEEN NADEEM
YEAR 12

ZAHRA ALI
YEAR 12

MC FOS GEYRE
YEAR 12

There Can Be Only One

Deliberations

Runner Up
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National Tree day
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ANZAC DAY

Lest We Forget
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Harmony day
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The autumn fete was a
fun-filled event with a
big turn out from the
community. A
wide range of stalls for
different kinds of
merchandise, games
and food ensured
that the fete had
something for everyone
in the family. Students,
parents, teachers and
CPAC members
contributed to make
this day a great success.

Autumn Fete
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Leader Induction Ceremony
The Leader induction ceremony was held
on 5 February, 2017. The event was well
attended by members of the community.
Duncan Pegg, MP for Stretton gave
certificates to the students to
commemorate their achievement.
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Jeans for Genes day
Each year, Australians unite by wearing their
favourite jeans and outdoing each other with crazy
denim outfits, and donating money or purchasing
merchandise, to support genetic research.
Every dollar raised helps scientists at Children’s
Medical Research Institute discover treatments
and cures, to give every child the opportunity to
live a long and healthy life.
ICB held its Jeans for Genes day this year by
organising a Mufti day . A bake sale was also held
on the day and all the money raised was donated
towards the worthy cause.
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Maths Workshop
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Students from Year 7 and
8 participated in a Maths
workshop. They were
exposed to a range of
hands on activities and
used their problemsolving skills to find
answers to the questions.
Students worked in
groups , exchanging
ideas and sharing their
reasoning, thus learning
from each other as well in
the process.

Arabic Spelling Bee 2017
2A
WINNER: Hamzah Mohammed
RUNNER UP: Sanaa Aisha Ali

2B
WINNER: Hadia Ahmed Khan
RUNNER UP: Aisyah Ahmad

2C
WINNER: Abdulmateen Khan
RUNNER UP:Haleema Zia

2D
WINNER:Zulayho Ahmadalieva
RUNNER UP: Yasmin Joukhi

2E
WINNER:Asad Irfan
RUNNER UP:Anaya Jawad

3A
WINNER:Hareem Fatima
RUNNER UP: Jinaan Abu
Al-Hassan

3B
WINNER:Hamzah Nour/Afya
Amina Tarik
RUNNER UP: Inaya Rahman

3C
WINNER:Ayana Chalil
RUNNER UP: Davinia Arisha
Mahardhika

3D
WINNER:Aleena Junaid
RUNNER UP: Saleha Fatima
Muhammed

4A
WINNER:Bilal Chouaib Khan
RUNNER UP: Azizah Gemicioglu

4B
WINNER:Soha Khalid
RUNNER UP: Ahmed Siddiqui

4C
WINNER:Ubayy Mohammed
RUNNER UP: Mohamed Abdulle

4D
WINNER:Mayeda Shakura Islam
RUNNER UP: Zuhaira Baki

5A
WINNER:Ahmad Suleman
RUNNER UP: Daffaras
Mahardhika
5C
WINNER:Naimo Mahd Osman
RUNNER UP: Aishah Zahida
Gemicioglu

5B
WINNER:Ahmad Abdullah
RUNNER UP: Azra Ikhwan/Walid
Noori
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Arabic Spelling Bee 2017

5D
WINNER:Abdullah Dawood
RUNNER UP:Hamza Khan

6A
WINNER:Zacharia Danawi
RUNNER UP: Aiyub Usman

6B
6C
WINNER: Shaakirah Baki WINNER:Ahmed Quadri Syed
RUNNER UP: Tasnimah Parvej RUNNER UP: Amna Ejaz

6D
WINNER: Sumaya Abbdulle
RUNNER UP:Fatimah Zahra
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SPELL A THON 2017
1A
Winner: Yashra Abbas
Runner Up: Zoey Evandri

1B
Winner: Adil Celahmetovic
Runner Up: Rehan Ahmed
1D
Winner: Faiyaad Rana
Runner Up: Nabeha Mahdiya

1C
Winner: Samir Adlan
Runner Up: Anaum Syeda
1E
Winner: Shaheer Khan
Runner Up: Sabeen Saric

2A
Winner: Noah Ahmed Gouicem
Runner Up: Abdul Rehman Khan

2B
Winner: Illiyas Ismayil
Runner Up: Aisyah Ahmad

2C
Winner: Haleema Zia Chaudhry
Runner Up: Abdulmateen Khan

2D
Winner: Selina Mahomed
Runner Up: Sumaiya Bulbulia

2E
Winner: Amaani Pocha
Runner Up: Maalek Al-Merehbi
3B
Winner: Afiya Tark
Runner Up: Rizki Abdullah

3A
Winner: Marzuk Alam
Runner Up: Sanna Yusuf
3C
Winner: Ayana Chalil
Runner Up: Davinia Mahardhika

3D
Winner: Muzzammil Yaqoob
Runner Up: Malak Mohamed
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SPELL A THON 2017
4B
Winner: Soha Khalid
Runners Up: 1. Ameera Pocha
2. Abdulrahman Ali

4A
Winner: Azizah Gemicioglu
Runners Up: 1.Raihaana Titasey
2. Zara Ilyas
4C
Winner: Aya Al-Merehbi
Runner Up: Ubayy Mohammed

4D
Winner: Zuhaira Saabira Baki
Runner Up: Wafiq Mostafa Tarik

5A
Winner: Ahmad Suleman
Runner Up: Deshinta NuryanaBrown

5B
Winner: Azra Ikhwan
Runner Up Adam Irfan
5D
Winner: Hamza Mustafa Khan
Runner Up: Laila Ali

5C
Winner: Yusuf Ali Shah
Runner Up: Tashfeen Parvej

6A
Winner: Abdirahman Mohamed Ali
Runner Up:Sadiq Huq
6C
Winner: Mustafa Dean
Runner Up: Ahmed Syed Quadri
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6B
Winner: Aina Khan
Runner Up: Hoda Mahmoud
6D
Winner: Umair Khondker
Runner Up: Asiya Mohamed

KNOWLEDGE IN GRADE 6

During the year, students were involved in various hands on projects and engaged in problem based
learning. One of the examples is from term 2, when students were asked to design a healthy menu and
create recipes and dishes which involved preparing, cooking and serving the dishes in style. We took up
the challenge. We excitedly designed exotic menus and cooked at home with the help of our parents. The
mini Masterchef challenged our creative thinking and helped us gain real life skills. All meals were delicious
and brought out a different side of the Grade 6 students. We completed the assessment tasks by
writing a reflection. Our teacher said that our presentation and confidence proved that we have great
potential and some of us will grow into renowned chefs and earn Michelin Stars.
In Science, students engaged in and undertook a number of exciting experiments. We undertook fair
testing experiments and constructed simple circuits. We watched the beans grow into plants and
investigated the best conditions for this experiment.
In English, all classes looked forward to reading a thrilling class novel each term that uncovered a new
world or creativity for us. We were able to identify different authors’ writing styles. Creating
narratives, designing advertisements and writing a critique of a novel were some of the challenging tasks
that students undertook. Grade 6 received the top score in the State, for Word Mania Challenge on
Literacy Planet. Students took pride in their excellence in spelling words in this competition.
The concepts taught in Mathematics enhanced our basic understanding of the general mathematical
concepts and led to deeper learning and engagement with problem solving. The focus was to prepare us
for High School next year. Several distinctions and credits were received in various Mathematics
competitions throughout the year.
In Arts, we voted the Puppet Show unit as our favourite unit. We had to design a puppet show with
characters and props and display our understanding about the importance of Australian and Asian
relations. We followed the research and design method during this assessment and demonstrated great
team effort to reach our learning goals. Overall, it was a year of achievement and challenges. We
enjoyed grade 6 and are sad to say goodbye to the Primary school.
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Art is fun

Knowledge in Grade 5
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Knowledge in Grade 4
Year 4 has lots of knowledge
Throughout the year we have learnt lots of
cool things in Grade 4. Most of all we loved
our integrated unit projects. Integrated
projects are when lots of subjects are
combined together.
In term 1, we have written our own traditional
Asian or Aboriginal dreaming story. It was
really fun making the stories because we
could make our own story book and draw the
pictures. Another integrated unit project in
this term was all about cultural diversity. It
was fun because we had to create our own
questions and create a Newsmaker
presentation. We also also made a biome in a
shoe box and wrote a report about it.
History was our focus in Term 2. We made our
own convict life board games. We had to make
our own rules with our creativity. Another
project was a historical narrative comic script.
We researched and wrote about one of
Captain Cooks voyage,s. Some people drew it
by hand and others made it online using
‘Storyboard That’.
We did an interesting case study about
famous Australian landforms in Term 3, such
as the Three Sisters and Wave Rock. We also
had to create our own persuasive cereal
package design. A fun part of it is was when
we had to do our own calculations for the
nutrition table and create it on the computer.
We wonder what Term 4 will be like and we’re
super excited about Year 5!
Written by Sumaira Shuaib and Ruqayya Iqbal,
4B
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KNOWLEDGEGRADE 3
It was fun filled year for Grade Three. At the same time, we learned new
concepts through different ways. This year we had more hands- on
activities.
Expo 2017
In the month of June, Grade Three had their Expo, where students
displayed all the projects and art work they did in class. Parents and
teachers were invited to visit. We received positive feedback from parent
and students.
Integrated Studies
We learned lots of new concepts through integrated studies. We explored
about our cultural heritage, healthy habits, living things and non-living
things, the solar system, bullying and its effects. We participated in lots
of projects some were on line while others were hands-on.
Group Rotations
We did lots of group work in Maths, Reading, Writing, English and
Integrated Studies. This not only taught us team spirit but also made
learning enjoyable.
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Literacy & Numeracy Week
2017
In Term Three the primary school
celebrated Literacy and Numeracy
Week. Lots of activities were
organised. It was amazing to see
the enthusiasm of the students.
The winners and runners up were
announced in the Assembly.

Numeracy Activity Winners and Runners Up
Grade
Prep
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Winner
Prep E
IB
2D
3B
4C
5C
6A
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Runners Up
Prep B, Prep A
1C, 1E
2A, 2E
3A,3D
4D
5A
6C

Literacy & Numeracy Week 2017
Literacy Activity Winners and Runners Up
Grade
Prep
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

Winner
Runners Up
Mayada Zmerli, Prep D Sojood Mohammed, Prep C
1
Aura Aqrandi, 1A
Ilyaas Abdul- Rahim, 1E
2 Haleema Chaudry, 2C Navera Shafaqat, 2B
3 Aleena Junaid, 3D
Inaya & Afiya, 3B
4 Adam Al- Bakri, 4A
Ruqayya Iqbal,4B
Ann Gorashi, 4C
Grade 5
Class 5B
Class 5D
Grade 6 Adam Syafrul 6D
Class 6C
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Our 2017 ICB Tangalooma EcoMarine Ambassadors and Support
Crew have worked hard to reduce rubbish in our college
environment. Each week, students have been busy tallying litterfree lunches and conducting class cleanliness inspections. Our
eco warriors have also participated in ‘Clean-up Club’ sessions
every Thursday. Their efforts this year have made a positive
difference and as a result less rubbish has entered the storm water
drains in our school.
At the Big Autumn Fete, students operated their very own
Tanglaooma EcoMarines stall with a pledge tree and contest to
guess the number of popper straw wrappers in a jar. The stall was a
great success and the students did a fabulous job.
Our 6 ICB Ambassadors, Syed, Shahid, Naimo, Musa, Shireen and
Khadijah, have had the opportunity to attend a number of
EcoMarine events throughout the year. They have visited the Port
of Brisbane and 3 islands – Moreton, Minjerribah (North
Stradbroke) and Coochiemudlo. They have done an amazing job of
representing ICB!
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Golden Bin
The Golden Bin Trophy is announced each month in the assembly. It is
awarded to the class that keeps their classroom neat, tidy and also
sustainable. The environment leaders visit the classes during the
month and award them points. The class with maximum number of
points wins the Golden Bin Trophy. The trophy is awarded by our
Deputy Principal Mr Shariff and announced by Ms Goindi.

2A Wins the Trophy
Wow! I can’t believe it!! Noah and I said...Insha Allah some day and then it
happened! We won! We won the Golden Bin for the cleanest class in the school.
Mrs. Mohammed had almost given up on us and then we did it!
Did you know that being clean and keeping your classroom full of kids spotless is
an extremely hard job? I bet you didn’t, but it is. It was the rubbish bins that kept
confusing us and one tissue in the wrong bin or a rubber on the floor cost us
precious points. You have to make sure the class is always neat and tidy. But we
finally did it and we are so happy. It isn’t real gold but we are still happy to have
won it. Mrs. Mohammed was overjoyed too and took photos.
Mahad Khan, Abdul Rehman Khan and Hamzah Mohammed
Year 2A
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Preps seeking
knowledge
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Knowledge in Year 1
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Knowledge in Year 2
Year 2s had a very thrilling 2017 as we delved into each KLA
with great enthusiasm! We put our creative caps on and designed
playgrounds, moving toys, Aboriginal moves and paintings. As
little historical explorers we brushed with the fascinating past and
found century old objects in our very own homes!!
As budding authors, we penned rhyming couplets, narratives with
twists and tension and even wrote a persuasive letter to the
Principal! Maths was a lot more fun because we played many
games for learning. You will definitely know a Year 2 when you
see one because we are always smiling as a Sunnah of the Prophet
(S.A.W) and now you know why!
Mrs. Shakira Mohammed

A touch with the past

Growth Mindset
What I learnt about Growth Mindset from my teacher,
Mrs Sharma1. There is a difference between ‘not knowing’ and ‘not knowing
YET’. If you say you don’t know, you will never know. If you say I
don’t know YET, you can try and do it.
2. You have to keep on trying again and again and in different ways
till you get to your goal. Never give up because if you give up you
will never get anywhere in life.
3. Mistakes GROW Your Brain. Learn from your mistakes and learn
from others' mistakes.
4. What people see is SUCCESS. What people don’t see are failure,
disappointment, hard work, sacrifice, good habits, persistence and
dedication behind every success. That’s so much work that
people don’t see. DANIA AL-BAKRI, 2B
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Student of the Month
March

February
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

YASHRA ABBAS
HUMZA SAEED
MARIA EL-GHEMRAWI
KMO KENNEH
ILYAAS ABDUL-RAHIM

1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

HIBBAH HANNAN
FATIMA SYEDA
ANAUM SYEDA
FAIYAAD RANA
MIKAILA SADA

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

SANAA AISHA ALI
AISYAH AHMAD
ABDULMATEEN KHAN
ZULAYHO AHMADALIEVA
MOHAMMED KHALIF

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

HAMZAH MOHAMMED
HADIA KHAN
HALEEMA ZIA CHAUDHRY
MALAK MRAD
RIDWAN MOHAMED

3A
3B
3C
3D

RUKIYE BILGIN
LIYANA MEHHABIN
AHAMD ZIDAN
RECEB SAID ASLAN

3A
3B
3C
3D

HELYA ALIZADEH
YAHYA HUSSAIN
TABARK SADIK
KARIMEH HAMAD

4A
4B
4C
4D

HAJAR
AHMED
HARRY
AMINA

4A
4B
4C
4D

BILAL KHAN
SUMAIRA SHUAIB
AYA AL-MEREHBI
RABBANI MOHAMMED SHAMMAAS

5A
5B
5C
5D

AKMAL MOHAMMED
AZRA IKHWAN
SULTAN SAJID
MALIQUE KEM

5A
5B
5C
5D

INAYA RANE
SAHAR ELSAYED
AYEESHA GEMICIOGLU
MAARIA MOAHMMED

6A
6B
6C
6D

SADIQ HUQ
TAUFIQ QURROHMAN
SIDRAH SIDDIQUI
HANAA ARACKAKKUNNEL

6A
6B
6C
6D

KHADEEJA ANAM ALI
AINA KHAN
WAJEEHA SHEIKH
ARSHIYA SHAHZAD

OMAR
NOURI KHALAF
HASANOVIC
MALIC
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Student of Month
May

June

1A AURA AQRANDISTA

1A ZOEY EVANDRI

1B ADIL CELAHMETOVIC

1B RUMAYSA ADLIC

1C HANNAH HAROON KHAN

1C AMINAH SHAHIDBHARADIA

1D AMINA HALDAR

1D YASMEEN MOHAMED

1E SHAHEER KHAN

1E AALIYA AMEEN

2A ELLA KHALIL

2A NOAH AHMED GOUICEM

2B ILLIYAS ISMAYIL

2B HAFSA JAMA

2C ALISHA SARA ALI

2C DAYYAAN IDREES AKBAR

2D ANISA RABAH

2D HIBBAAN JAHANGEER

2E ZAINAB NABI

2E ANAYA JAWAD

3A YUSUF HODZIC

3A JINAAN ABU AL-HASSAN

3B SHYLA HUSSAIN

3B ZAINA KAZMI

3C KANAAN BADR

3C AYANA CHALIL

3D REJHAN JAHIC

3D ILLIYYIN DURRANI

4A AMEERA HASSAN

4A CALLISTO AQRANDISTA

4B SHIREEN MUAMAR

4B

ABRAR HUQ

4C FERDOSA HASSAN

4C

HUZAIFAH QURESHI

4D AMMAAR SHAHZAD

4D

SUMAYAH DHEDHI

5A YASMIN GEDI

5A ASHAR KHAN

5B IDRIS SHAMSHIR

5B LEWBNA AL-HIR

5C HAJER KHALIL

5C AYESHA HIJAB KHAN

5D AMINA HASSAN

5D ZAHRAA RADHI

6A AAMINAH JASSAT

6A HANAN HIJAZI

6B NAZAR ABDASADICK

6B UTHMAN NAAMAN

6C RIYAK MOHAMMED

6C AHMED SYED

6D FATIMAH ZAHRA

6D MAWA MUHAMMED
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Student of the Month
July
1A

JINAN BADIS

1B

REHAN AHMAD

1C

KHADIJAH AHMED

1D

NOON GORASHI

1E

ZAHID ARSLAN

2A

ALMEDINA MESALIC

2B

KHADEEJA QURESHI

2C

HARIS BESIREVIC

2D

AMMAYA KHAN

2E

MYRA NASIR

3A

MARZUK ALAM

3B

ADIA SAYED

3C

KEVIN XU

3D

SOFIA AMEERAH KATAIEH

4A

NUHA KHONDKER

4B

AMRAH HIND

4C

TALHA SIDDIQUI

4D

AHMED BARE

5A

ZAINA SHAHZAD

5B

ADAM IRFAN

5C

YUSUF ALI SHAH

5D

ESA DAUD

6A

SULTAN FAQEERZADA

6B

SARINA NABI

6C

AMNA EJAZ

6D

MOHAMMED HASSAN

August
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1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

JUHAYNA GUESMI
EILIYAH ZAINUDDIN
HAFSA HASAN
NABEHA MAHDIAYA
HASANAH HUSSAIN

2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

RIHANA EL-HAJ
NAVERA SHAFAQAT
PARIZA RIYAZ SYED
YUSUF NABAA
AMINA MOHAMUD

3A
3B
3C
3D

ABDULLAH MUSTAFA
MUAZ ABDULLAH
RYANA AHMAD
MUZZAMMIL Y. FAQEERZADA

4A
4B
4C
4D

BEDOUR KLEINA
ABDURRAHIM KAYA
UBAYY MOHAMMED
FATHIMA BILGIN

5A
5B
5C
5D

AHMAD SULEMAN
AMINA MENKOVIC
HARUN ABDULLAHI GEYRE
IMRA AHMED KHALIF

6A
6B
6C
6D

GHAZAL KHAN
SIMRA ALI
MUSTAFA DEAN
LAAIBAH AHMED
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Chalkfest
has come a
long, long way in
the short three years
since its inception - just
not quite in the right
direction. Indeed, many - if that
term can be applied to the meagre
three students who have stuck with
the student newspaper over this time
period – would say that it has degenerated
from an innocent means of student
entertainment and a show of ICB's literary talent to
an unhealthy, almost aggressive form of self-expression
and a fascination with student culture that borders on the
obsessive. If Chalkfest's founders could see what the
newspaper has become today, they would no doubt turn in their
graves (or university debts - both are equally oppressive and
permanent).
Nonetheless, this notoriety for mediocrity has become a badge
of honour, an integral part of the Chalkfest brand without
which its readership would diminish even further from
its current pathetic levels (possibly breaking the
laws of mathematics in order to do so).
Perhaps 2018 may even achieve the
impossible and return to Chalkfest a
shred of the dignity its founders
worked to hard to create – but
then, its reputation can only
improve from where it
found itself at the
It goes
end of 2017.
without
question the ICB
fete was a blast ,
and perhaps what made
it so enjoyable was the
painfully and unapologetically
honest display of our distinctive ICB
culture. Whether it be the sea of ex-ICB
students looking to relive their golden days,
the abundance of clothes stalls that were easily
overlooked until after everyone had swarmed (and
raided) the food court, or the hapless student
volunteers conscripted into stall duty, the 2017 fete
truly showed the school at its truest, if not its finest.
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Exclusive(ish) excerpt
from a past edition

Poetry
Club
2017 was the y
ear of ICB's grea
t Poetic
Renaissance. V
isits from Aust
ralian
Muslim poets su
ch as Manal You
nus
and Zohab Zee
Khan left their
mark on
the student pop
ulation, who w
ere
inspired to crea
te and appreciat
e
poetry. Thus, th
e Poetry Club w
as
formed; a grou
p of prose-lovin
g,
verseslamming, iam
bic-pentameter
-toting
enthusiasts wh
o gathered ever
y
Thursday under
the supervision
of ICB's
two most dedic
ated Englishmen
to
share their lov
e of this art form
. These
students discov
ered great (and
terrible)
poets not only
from famous li
terature,
but also amongs
t their own ran
ks.
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JAG

Switchboard upgrades
Wiring to new, existing, all alterations- domestic, commercial and industrial
Hot water systems
After hours breakdowns
Specialised in mechanical switchboard design and construct/manufacture/install
Programmed maintenance of schools, medical centres, commercial shops
Factory breakdowns, maintenance, new installs, automatic controls
Three phase power install, maintain, service
No job too big or small
All work guaranteed
25 years in service.
Call Jack to discuss any issues with any electrical work.
Call Jack Mob: 0404940163
Email jagelectrical@bibpond.com
Electrical contractor licence number: 66333
SERVICING THE SMART STATE.
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ESL/ EALD

ESL students exploring words
and sentences,working on
projects during their ESL
classes.
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ESL /EALD

Students working hard in their
ESL classes.
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Prep Exemplars
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Prep Exemplars
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Year 1
Exemplars
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Year 1
Exemplars
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Year 2 Exemplars
My Science Toy by Rasha Adam – 2D
In Term 1, we had a science toy project. I made a
windmill. I used purple pieces of soft cardboard,
straw and blu tag. My toy moved when I put it in
the wind. I kept it in my room.
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Year 2 Exemplars
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Year 3 Exemplars
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FRIENDS FIGHT
Oh friends! Oh friends! Why do You fight?
All the way from morning to night,
Bang! Bang! Bash! Bash!
I’ll settle this with a little cash.
I watch your arguments with popcorn
With lots and lots of extra corn.
All of a sudden, you guys are friends!?
All that come out of my mouth is “BLA WHA”

A GUINEA PIG LIVING IN
FRANCE,
LOVED NOTHING MORE
THAN TO DANCE,
HE MET HIS FRIEND
MOUSE,
AND THEY DANCED
ROUND THE HOUSE,
THAT GUINEA PIG
LIVING IN FRANCE.
BEDOUR KLEINA 4A

They hug and hug,
All of a sudden, they see a bug
And all they do is shrug?
And walk and start to have another argument all I
say is “HUH!?”
Adam Al-Bakri 4A (Literacy week winner)

Grade 4
Exemplars
Bloopy Bloopvile Bu
On December 23
Bloopy Bloopvile Bu
ON A DAY THAT WAS

Had caught a big fat flu

REALLY SUNNY,

It stayed for days and days

I WENT TO THE POOL WITH
NO MONEY,

Until one day in May

THERE WAS A DEAD

He entered his room and lay

MOUSE,

His head on a pillow

ON TOP OF A HOUSE!

Then he saw a fellow

AND I THOUGHT THAT JUST
WASN'T FUNNY.

Stomping towards him

RAIHAANA TITASEY 4A

STOMP! STOMP! STOMP!
‘WAKE UP! STOP DREAMING!’
Said his mum beaming.
By Maryam Adli 4A
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Grade 4
Exemplars
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Congrats!

YEAR 4
Class of 2017
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EXEMPLARS
YEAR 5
104

Secondary

EXEMPLARS
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EXTRA

listening to Healthy
Harold

The Brave Hearts
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5A Love conducting
the assembly

that swimming class
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EXTRA

NOVEL STUDY

ILLUSTRATING
THE NOVEL 'AN
ELEPHANT IN THE
GARDEN'

Illu
stra
t

ed b
y Sy
ed R
eda
Ali
Sha

Illustrated by Khadeeja
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Buddy class activities
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EXTRA
TESSELLATION
mathematically artistic
5D

MULGA BILL

Banjo Patterson

BRINGING
POETRY

a
Zahra
Laila

ALIVE

Students in 5D brought a poem
alive through art. This poetry and art
activity was based on the poem
Mulga Bill by Banjo
Patterson. Students illustrated the
different events (9) in the poem and
then compiled them in sequence to tell
the story of Mulga Bill. Here
are some of the illustrations.

Areeba
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Technology

A SNAPSHOT OF THE YEAR 2017
IN TECHNOLOGY CLASS

It's not as
easy as it
looks!

Arduino Cars

Women in Engineering
The Women in Engineering Day was
designed to motivate and inspire
secondary female students to consider
a career in engineering by exploring a
range of engineering fields. Workshops
ranged from making buildings safe from
fire, building rockets, 3D
manufacturing, robotics, designing and
constructing a prosthetic limb for an
amputee and much more.
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Students in year 10 had a
challenging time coding an
autonomous car during a visit to
QUT for a STEM experience.
Students had to program their
Arduino cars using open source
software to follow a path, which
was a painted white line. Students
thoroughly enjoyed the challenge
when it became competitive.
Students had to fine tune their
code to produce the fastest car to
follow the path (hands free).

ICB students put
their Geography
skills on display
Years 7 and 9 travel to the city to
parttake in workshops and gather
primary data.

Michaele Buffaloe

Idella Bunkley

On Friday, 24 March 2017,
over 600 Year 7 students from
all across the South-East
participated live and online in
an interactive and
future-thinking, learning
challenge to ensure Brisbane's
future water security. The
ICB team evaluated local and
global water use and recorded
a video pitch to present and
explain their solution.

Glendora Damiani

Phil Mcdonough
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In term 3, Year 9 students
ventured into the city to
collect primary data on King
George Square.
Students compared the
infamous square with Post
Office Square and observed
how the public utilised the
facilities in these places.

Kori Whitford

Jesica Kraft

Financial
FF
INAF Literacy Workshop
FTHE
L
E
AVE
R
S
F
F
GRADUATION DAY
THE LE AV E RS

Our school has proudly joined the Commonwealth
Bank's Start Smart Program in its mission to improve
the financial literacy of Australia’s young people. On
February 27 th and 28 th , students from Years 7 -10 were
delivered a free, financial education workshops. The
facilitator, Jamie Benjamin, representing
Commonwealth Bank, delivered the 50 minute sessions
to each year level with a variety of topics. The focus
for each year level was ‘Smart Choices’ for Year 7,
‘Smart Spending’ for Year 8, ‘Smart Enterprise’ for Year
9 and ‘Smart Investing’ for Year 10.
Start Smart changes the way young people learn about
money. By making money management interactive,
engaging and fun, our students were equipped with the
confidence and competence they need to make smart
decisions about money.
Overall, the program proved to be a highly beneficial
experience for students and was thoroughly enjoyed by
all.
A. Sharma
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Year
Advisors

Lego Sumbots &
Art Masterpieces

LEGO SUMOBOTS
THE YEARS 7 & 8 WORKED WITH THE LEGO
MINDSTORM ROBOTS. THEY HAD A NUMBER
OF TASKS FROM CREATING COLOUR SORTERS
TO CODING THEM TO DRIVE AROUND THE
CLASSROOM. THE HIGHLIGHT WAS THE
SUMOBOT CHALLENGE WHERE THEY
COMPETED AGAINST EACH OTHER IN A “SUMO
WRESTLE”. THEY HAD TO DESIGN, BUILD AND
PROGRAM THE ROBOT TO STAY INSIDE THE
FIGHT ENCLOSURE AND TO TRY AND PUSH
THE OTHER ROBOT OUT.
TEACHER : C. DAYKIN
VISUAL ART - YEARS 7 & 8 - MAIN
THEME- MAN AND NATURE WITH A FOCUS ON
HOW MANKIND IMPACTS ON THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
TEACHER: S. LANS
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EXCURSION
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Are going on a
bear hunter?
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PREP E AT

LONE PINE
HAVING FUN
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GRADE 4S
CURRUMBIN
SANCTUARY

Year 4’s Currumbin Sanctuary WOW Incursion
On Thursday, 16th of March, Grade 4 had an incursion with Currumbin Sanctuary
WOW. WOW is an acronym for ‘Wildlife on Wheels’. They brought along many
different types of Australian animals to see and touch. It was really exciting! We learnt
a lot about animal characteristics, their habitats and adaptations.
During the incursion, we saw a tree frog, a carpet snake, a barking owl and a
shingle-back lizard. We all had a chance to pat the lizard and we could feel its hard
scales. When we saw the frog we didn’t get to feel it but it sure looked slimy. The
barking owl looked very majestic and intelligent and we learnt about how it flies
silently to hunt its prey. Lastly, we saw the carpet snake. We all lined up to feel the
snake and its stiff scales. This was definitely an incursion to remember.
By Soha Khalid and Lily Akers 4B
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Year 4s @ St Helena Island

Year 4’s St Helena Island Excursion
On the 11th of May, 4B visited St Helena Island by boat. The aboriginal
name for the island is Nagoon Island, which means place of the flying fox.
As soon as we got there we learnt why it was built. It was a fascinating
story of how it was a self-sufficient island. They planted crops and did lots
of hard work to survive! 4B also learnt how the poor people became
convicts. They had to steal to survive. How hard life must have been for
them! Then 4B visited the ruins of the old prison and were amazed at the
sight.
Next we shared some mouth-watering morning tea and headed off to see
the sights. We saw a very deep well and we learnt about the convicts in
the St Helena Museum. Then came the best part of the day: the
punishment enactment with the dreaded cat ‘o’ nine tail whip! The whole
of Grade 4 sat down to watch and couldn’t stop laughing. After a tour of
the graveyard, lime kiln and lunch, we all were ready to leave. We slipped
back onto the boat and headed back to school. I think that Grade 4 had a
lovely and amazing trip to St Helena Island.
By Ameera Pocha 4B
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Starlab Planetarium
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Welcome to the future…in the mobile Starlab Planetarium!
Learn about the science and history of the Earth. Kids from the future who live on
the moon learn all about the past.
In the mobile planetarium we watched a film about a family who lived on the moon
who were watching an Earth eclipse and as the shadows passed across the Earth
they discussed the past of those countries. There were flashbacks to when lava
was pouring out of volcanoes and dinosaurs still lived and how they disappeared.
They disappeared when gravity pulled down a single asteroid to hit the Earth. The
impact was much too strong and demolished every single dinosaur and caused a
big Ice Age.
We learnt all this in a comfy, mobile planetarium and even got to touch some rocks
that have been on Earth for millions of years. We also got to touch a piece of space
rock taken from a meteorite. We learnt so much about rocks and the Earth, it was a
great experience.
Aiman Karfizi 4A
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This year ICB students entered the Queensland Debating Union round robin with little experience, but
high hopes. Year 5 students participated in 4 debates that tested their ability to defend a standpoint,
despite conflicting ideas. With hard work and determination students had a very successful season, and
should be very proud of their efforts! Well done Esa, Abdullah, Ahmad, Laiba & Idris!!

YEAR 5
DRUMMING

Miss Stephenson & Miss Irvine

BEST
YOU ARE SIMPLY THE

Highest Standardised Score
ABDULLAH DAWOOD (5D)
Australian Mathematics
Competition

THE BEST VIEW
comes after

THE HARDEST
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YEAR 5 @ PLANATARIUM
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Grade 6s
Parliament House
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Year 7 Humanities Excursion
The year 7s visited
Hinze Dam, Gold Coast
Hinterland, to see how
SEQ treat water for the
South East Region.
Students walked the dam wall and
observed the 'spillway' which protects the
region from flooding during heavy rains.

They also carried out water testing
for quality - checking the acidity
and turbidity of water.
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Year 8 Humanities Excursion
Year 8s visited Palm Beach
and The Spit on the Gold
Coast.

Students were studying
Coastal Management.
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They were looking at
how beaches are
managed and how people
use the beaches.

Year 9 Science Excursion
Day trip to the city for the year
9 students, all in the name of

SCIENCE

Students visited the Science Centre
at South Brisbane and the
Queensland Museum, then stopped
off for lunch and an ice-cream in
the Brisbane’s Cultural Precinct.
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Year 10 STEM Excursion

Exploring the Physics
Observatory at the Cube

Problem solving autonomous cars

Year 10 day out at QUT
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Women in Engineering Day @ UQ

The AYAA Rocket program was
an engaging and extremely fun
activity. We got to design our
own rockets and make them
with materials. We made the
fins of the rocket, the nozzle
and the parachute for its
landing. Other schools were
also doing the activity and after
completing the rockets we all
tested them. We named our
rocket I.C.B, originally standing
for Islamic College of Brisbane,
but changed to Inner City
Bypass. After testing and
measuring how high each
rocket goes, we found the
rocket that went the highest
and it was of course, I.C.B.
AYAA Rocket program.
By Ma-azah Shah (10A)

The Prosthetic Limbs Program
was a wonderful and fun
experience. Students were
tasked to design a prosthetic
leg that was stable while
comfortable. We were also
taught what Chemical
Engineering is and what use it
does in the world.
By Hannah Ali (10A)
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Big Day Out @ UQ

25 students from year 10 to 12 spent an eventful day at
the BDI at UQ. There were inspiring and engaging guest
speakers from different technology companies around
Australia imparting their words of wisdom and
entrepreneurial experiences. Students were actively
encouraged to ask questions during the conferences
and during break times. Guest talks were revolved
around technological advancements in industry and
society. Insight into what the future holds for our
students and how they can be involved were
demonstrated, implying that in the future we need to
control the robot arrival and not vice versa.

Guest speakers talked about all aspects of technology
from how to write a winning resume, by adding a blog
or a video link, to the emergence of new mixed reality
technology which will supersede virtual and
augmented reality and is only a few years away. All
discussions captivated and enriched students minds,
from self-driving car projects like Waymo, The Internet
of Things (IOT), Drones, Microsoft HoloLens (which is a
self-contained, holographic device using mixed reality)
and on our own doorstep the development of Domino's
Robotic Unit (DRU), which is a self-driving pizza delivery
robot.
Finally the guest speakers touched on
future job prospects for our students,
current trends being in Cybersecurity,
Artificial Intelligence, Big Data Analytics
and Lazer-radar mapping (as utilised by
the autonomous cars). However, it is
predicted that 65% of jobs required in
the future do not actually exist yet!
Subsequently, there are some very
exciting and interesting times ahead for
our students.
by Ms A Dunn
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Business at Dreamworld
On the 20th of July 2017, the
year 11 Business Management
class attended an excursion to
Dreamworld with Mrs A Sharma.
The day was full of screams,
drama and food. Yup, 90% of the
day was spent eating. We hit
up, the ice cream parlour, the
candy store, the billabong buffet
and the pizza store.
Unfortunately, since the
excursion wasn’t for leisure
purposes but instead for
educational purposes, we had to
abide an hour-long presentation
The giant drop to be more specific, was by far
about the marketing
management of Dreamworld, our most terrifying and exhilarating experience,
which in fact was very detailed with the vigorous shaking and the constant
trepidation that was associated with
and helpful for our assignments.
experiencing the ride. But at the end of the
However, this experience
wasn’t only educational and fun, day, the experience was phenomenal and
definitely a memorable one.
it was also exhilarating.
Written by Sumaiya Bharadia (11A)
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GEOGRAPHERS
went to

SPRINGBROOK
21 Feb 17
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WELCOME TO

ARABIC
SWEET TREATS

YEAR ONES AND THEIR ARABIC
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WELCOME TO

ARABIC
SWEET TREATS

On the 12th of September 2017, Year 6A & 6D formed
groups which were diverse and multicultural. They
brought traditional foods and with the help of our dear
Arabic teacher, Mrs Khadeeja, Mrs Hunter, Mrs Nabi we
successfully created mini restaurants. We had to make
an Arabic/English menu and present to our teachers as
well as learn about healthy traditional foods. There were
a variety of foods including pastries, fried chicken, pasta,
cake rusk, couscous, zataar, pudding and biryani.

Abdihakim Warsame, Sultan Faqeerzada and Ayman
Mohammed ( pictures continued..........)
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Salim knows his Arabic
colours!

This is how we read Arabic!

Safiyyah can now read Arabic !

Group work is good work!
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Joining letters is fun Hannah!

WELCOME TO

ARABIC
SWEET TREATS
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Lower Primary Sports Carnival
LIKES

On Thursday, 20th of July, 2017 the Preps, Grade 1's and Grade 2's had their
sports carnival.
The first event that my class did was "Over and Under". My class's blue team won
the first event. Next we did "Hurdle Jumping". There were three hurdles to jump
from and there were three cones. We had to run around the cones and come back
to our line. Then we drank water and went to the next event which was the "Sack
race". The red team won that. Then we all went to have morning tea.
After morning tea we did "Bulls eye" which was won by our red team. Then we did
the "Egg and spoon race". There were three rows- one for red team, one for blue
and one for yellow. The yellow team won the Egg and spoon race. Then we went
to the tents and had a break. After the break we played "Busy bees". There were
three hoola-hoops and lots of many bean bags. Each team got the same amount
of bean bags and the same size of hoola-hoops. The yellow team also won this
event. Next was the 30 metre sprint. When the sports teacher told us to take our
marks and go, marks we stood up and ran. The next event was the last and it was
tug-O-war. The red team won the tug of war. Then we did the WAR CRIES. After
that they did teachers vs parents Tug – O – War and parents won!! Then the sport
carnival finished. I felt happy, cheerful, and joyful!
-from Hadia Khan, 2B
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Upper Primary Sports Carnival

2017 Primary Sports Carnival for Years 3-6 was held on Thursday 18th of May.
It was a wonderful experience for all the students. The majority of the primary
students were there enjoying themselves throughout the day participating in
activities that had been organised. For the ones who weren’t there, they
missed a lot. After every single game the competitive metre went higher and
higher until it was over. Thanks to our CPAC parent committee for the
delicious food and the Year 6 sport captains for encouraging all the students
to compete on this special day. Let’s not forget the teachers who helped to
make this a successful sports carnival!
Thanks to all the students who participated to make this event one of the
highlights for the year!
Fatima Sheik and Anushay AaquibYear 5A
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Primary Sports Activities

Gala Days and Futsal

Swimming Lessons
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Mounib with his spoils!!!

Secondary
Swimming Carnival
splash!!slosh!!!!splash!!
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the war cries....

We had time to chill out too......
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perseverance

How was my throw????

I landed
safely!!!

the powerful strides!

THEY CHEERED FOR
ME!!

our diligent teachers!

We had fun!!
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A DAY FULL OF
ACTION AND
FUN!

the relay!!
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SECONDARY CROSS
COUNTRY CARNIVAL

153

Secondary
Cross
Country
Carnival
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Prep A won the
PREP A
cleanest class
competition in Term 1..

With

Mrs

and

Wahid

Mrs

Shahzad

WELL DONE!

That sea
star sure
felt very
rough and
hard

We really enjoy our
exciting art lessons.
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Prep B
With Mrs
Jones and
Mrs Zahab
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Prep D
with Mrs
Albadran
and Mrs Arya
,One, two, three, four, five,
Once I caught 20 preps oh my!
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
Then I let them go again.
Why did you let them go?
Because they won my heart oh
no!
Where did you let them swim?
In year one next door oh yay.
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PREP E
A FUN FILLED
YEAR OF
LEARNING,
LAUGHTER
& WONDERFUL
FRIENDSHIPS!
WITH MRS
DENNISS AND
MRS BELLOS
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2017 in Grade 1
1A

1B

1D

1C

1E
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Fun in Year1
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Year 2A

Year 2 in 2017

Year 2B
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Grade Three

AWESOME
3A

What a great year we’ve had together in year three! Our start of year
nerves quickly disappeared as we began a year of creative learning
and discovery. We have made lots of friends along the way and had
lots of fun! Some highlights have included our parents Expo; where we
shared lots of information about our cultural heritage; the incursions
and excursions we have had, our last Book Character Parade, and of
course, surviving NAPLAN!

Brilliant 3B
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Cool 3C

Diligent 3D
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Creating
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Building our
tessellation car
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5B

Esa & Ahmad on
Science day!

[ br(eakfast) + (l)unch ]
www.brunch.com
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5C
[ br(eakfast) + (l)unch ]
www.brunch.com

Grade 5
ROSEMARY
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Red Rock Avenue, 2013 NSW
redrock-hs.edu
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A SNAPSHOT OF GRADE 6 IN 2017
2017 has been an exhilarating and extremely fun year for teachers and students
alike. When Grade 6 started this year, the students and teachers did not know
what to expect however as we made progress and started moving towards the
middle of the year, teachers discovered the hidden talents and potentials in the
young adolescents.
It was a great year as we observed these students act as school leaders and
undertake sporting challenges through numerous gala days and actively strive to
remove poverty and homelessness through taking the initiative to design and
run a humanitarian project in conjunction with Muslim Charitable Fund and
Muslim Brothers in Need. The students designed a care package for the less
fortunate and collected general groceries and sanitary items for those in need.
The goal was to draw attention to and inculcate the Islamic values of charity,
empathy and compassion in students. They had to justify their choice of items
according to the Healthy Eating pyramid. The students packed the groceries and
then took them to the distribution site.. They were helped by a team of dedicated
volunteers from the above mentioned organisations.

Science Fair 2017
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1500
LIKES

Awesomeness on Display!!!

The students took inspiration from their role models and excitedly handed out groceries
and warm food to those in need. The whole atmosphere was vibrant and full of excitement
and made our special guests very happy. The credit goes to the students and their parents
who provided the groceries and traveled with students to deliver them. It was a once in a
lifetime experience for grade 6 students and they certainly made the College proud and
left a huge impact on the wider community.
Grade 6 enthusiastically participated in the 2017 Science Fair and was involved in posing
questions, running experiments, making observations and deductions and improvising
processes that did not work. Our young scientists devotedly probed into areas of science
they had never thought of earlier.
The atmosphere was vibrant and energetic. From designing and making models of racer
cars and green cities to making crystals and erupting volcanoes, everything was on the
agenda of these young scientists. Parent visited the classroom during the day. Another
highlight of the day was the Diorama presentation by Grade 6. Students were learning
about factors leading to climate change and its effects on our atmosphere and it was good
to hear their solutions to real life problems.
Lessons, assessments, projects, a variety of hands on workshops, excursions and incursion
to enhance the learning experience were some of the highlights for students and teachers.
New friendships were built and old ones were consolidated while the teachers mentored
this batch and got it ready for the new life and challenges awaiting them in high school. It
made the teachers proud to look back and ponder over the journey that we shared with
the amazing class of 2017.
Good Luck and Farewell. We wish them all the best for the future.
Grade 6 Teachers
Mrs Fauzina Nabi, Mrs Kirana Moodley, Mrs Vanessa Hunter and Ms Iram Khan
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Year 7 Adventures

Picnic Day

Character Builders Incursion
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Year 8
The year has been a blast. School consisted of
lessons, excursions and hands-on activities like the
Maths workshop. There was a special visit from
Sergeant Jim, computer lessons from Ms Rifai to
improve our research skills and a well-being
presentation from the guidance officer Akrim
Mahouachi as well. In addition to this, many students
had the opportunity to represent the school in sports.
After all the assignments and exams, the year is
finally over. All the best to everyone for next year.
Written by Salima Mezensof and Yasin Abdulhamid,
Year level Captains
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Year 9

Grade 9 has been fun despite coming across many
challenges and difficult situations. Overcoming these
challenges has prepared us for our years of school to
come. Every subject has helped us in different parts of
our daily life. Not only in school but also the excursions
and activities have sharpened the way we think. Every
school day has enhanced our learning skills with the
help of our teachers. There is no doubt that this
knowledge will be valuable as we go forward in life. We
remember when we all first came into in grade 7 and
now we already made it halfway through high school.
Without the help of our patient and considerate
teachers we would have never come to where we are
today. This year we had the pleasure to create our
own fete stall which was a mini-basketball game and
majority of the grade came to help. Our stall was a
great success with lots of profit made which was
donated to the school. Our business ventures
provided great experiences as students learnt how
to deal with running of their own business for a day.
It was a stressful and hard-working day but was
worth it as you only do it once in your entire
schooling life. This year we attended our first
careers expo at the Brisbane convention centre. It
was a special event because it helps and guides us
to our careers and our future life. It gave us all the
details about different universities and jobs
available. All the students had a chance to find
what they love and what they are good at in life
which will take them forward in life. Everyone is
looking forward to attending more careers expo
in the future. But many students are looking
forward to getting more freebies rather than
finding careers.
176

This past year we have learned a
lot of things. We are very thankful
to our teachers who went through
the struggle and spent time
teaching us. But we will always
remember grade 9 for the ways
our teachers taught us and pushed
us to achieve better. For instance,
when Mr Basic tried to explain how
to find the rate of something and
used a bad example the class
would start arguing over the
accuracy of the example instead of
the question. Or when Dr Fuller
would say your work wasn’t good
enough a little too loud and the
rest of the class would hear. We
might have drove our teachers
insane but we are very grateful
for their help despite their
intriguing teaching methods.
Grade 9 has been an
exceptionally enjoyable year with
all the memorable moments
and the memories that we
made from all our experiences.
Thanking our teachers for not
giving up on us after the struggle
"we will
we put them through. Inshallah
always
remember
next year will be a great year as
grade 9"
well and we look forward to seeing
everyone soon. Always strive for
perfection in everything… “Take
Written by Nur Guler &
the best that exists and make it
Faizan Nadeem, Year
better. If it doesn’t exist, create
Level Captains.
it.” Henry Royce.
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Article by
Jenny Direy

Year 10

178

Year 11
A year filled with many
high's and low's

20k18
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Leavers of 2017
2017

BACK IN YEAR 10

INDUCTION DAY

100 DAYS LEFT

LAST
CARNIVAL
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YEAR 12
SCIENCE
Biology • Chemistry • Physics
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ICAS 2017 DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

D

FAATEMA ZAHRAA
SABDIA
YEAR 4

DISTINCTION

FIZA
IRFAN
YEAR 4

JAMAL
LABABIDI
YEAR 6

HODA
MAHMOUD
YEAR 6

SADIQ
HUQ
YEAR 6

C

CREDITS

YEAR 3
ALISHA FAUZIAH BASUKI
IMRAN ARRAZI IKHWAN
SALEHA FATIMA MUHAMMED

YEAR 4
ABDULRAHMAN ALI
ABRAR HUQ
AZIZAH ZAKIYYA GEMICIOGLU
FATIMAH ZAHRA QUADRI
NADHIRAH DEWARA
NOAH ABDULLAH
SARAH SOLAH
UBAYY MOHAMMED

YEAR 5
AISHAH ZAHIDA GEMICIOGLU
LAILA ALI
MERVAN HASAN
MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH DAWOOD
TASHFEEN PARVEJ
ZAINUL-AABIDEEN ARAFAT ALI

YEAR 6
AMEERA BUKHSH
TASNIMAH PARVEJ
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ICAS 2017 ENGLISH

D

ABDULREHMAN
KHAN
YEAR 2

AMAANI
POCHA
YEAR 2

AISHAH ZAHIDA
GEMICIOGLU
YEAR 5

HALEEMA ZIA
CHAUDHRY
YEAR 2

AZRA
IKHWAN
YEAR 5

C
YEAR 2
ABDULMATEEN KHAN
ALEXANDER AZIZAN
AMMAYA KHAN
ARIA AALIYAH RAAZ
DANIA AL-BAKRI
FANTA TUTU DUKULY
HADIA KHAN
HAMZAH MOHAMMED
ILLIYAS ISMAYIL
MAHA BARKAT
MUMTAZ AHMEDI
NAVERA SHAFAQAT
NOAH GOUICEM
RIDWAANA MOHAMMED
SANAA ALI

DISTINCTION

MOHAMMED BAKI
YEAR 2

HODA
MAHMOUD
YEAR 6

CREDITS

YEAR 3
ALEENA JUNAID
AYANA CHALIL
MALAK MOHAMED AYAD
SALEHA FATIMA MUHAMMED
SANAA ZAHEEDA YUSUF

YEAR 5
FATIMA ZUNAIRAH SHEIKH
KHADEEJAH SAIRA SUNGKAR
LAILA ALI
TASHFEEN PARVEJ
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YEAR 4
ABDULRAHMAN ALI
ABRAR HUQ
AZIZAH ZAKIYYA GEMICIOGLU
BILAL KHAN
MAYEDA SHAKURA ISLAM
NOAH ABDULLAH
NUHA KHONDKER
SARAH SOLAH
UBAYY MOHAMMED

YEAR 6
ARSHIYA SHAHZAD
JAMAL LABABIDI
MUSTAFA DEAN
SHAAKIRAH BAKI
TASNIMAH PARVEJ

ICAS 2017 SCIENCE

H

HIGH DISTINCTION

ABDULLAH MUHAMMAD
DAWOOD
YEAR 5

SADIQ
HUQ
YEAR 6

D

DISTINCTION

SANAA
ALI
YEAR 2

BARLIAN
BOF
YEAR 7

C
YEAR 2
ABDULREHMAN KHAN

CREDITS

YEAR 3
AFIYA AMINA TARIK
ALEENA JUNAID
ALISHA FAUZIAH BASUKI
AYMAN DANISH HAQEEM MOHAMMAD
MALAK MOHAMED AYAD
RUKIYE BILGIN
SERAH COCAJ

YEAR 5
AHMAD ABDULLAH
AZRA IKHWAN
DESHINTA R. NURYANA-BROWN
FATIMA ZUNAIRAH SHEIKH
IDRIS AMRON SHAMSHIR
LAILA ALI
SULTAN SAJID

YEAR 6
AAYAN AHMAD
AMEERA BUKHSH
SHAAKIRAH BAKI

YEAR 9
ABDULLAH UMAR GEMICIOGLU
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YEAR 4
ABDURRAHMAN TAHIR SHEIKH
AMRAH HIND
FATIMAH ZAHRA QUADRI
FIZA IRFAN
MERJEM COCAJ
SHIREEN MUAMAR
TAHIYA HOSSAIN
UBAYY MOHAMMED
WAFIQ TARIK
YEAR 8
AHMAD HUZAIFH BIN ADLI
ALEISHA KARFIZI
TAHZEEB ALAM
YEAR 10
KURNIAWAN BOF
SHEREN ZEIN
ZAINAB ALI

ICAS 2017 WRITING

H

HIGH DISTINCTION

SADIQ
HUQ
YEAR 6

D

DISTINCTION

AYANA
CHALIL
YEAR 3

HAREEM
FATIMA
YEAR 3

SALEHA FATIMA
MUHAMMED
YEAR 3

TAHIYA
HOSSAIN
YEAR 4

AZRA
IKHWAN
YEAR 5

SHAAKIRAH
BAKI
YEAR 6

C
YEAR 4
ABRAR HUQ
RAANIYA SHAHZAD
SARAH SOLAH
UBAYY MOHAMMED

CREDITS

YEAR 5
FATIMA ZUNAIRAH SHEIKH
HAMZA MUSTAFA KHAN
LAILA ALI
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YEAR 6
ABDIRAHMAN ALI
HODA MAHMOUD
JAYNAH JOY HARID
KHADEEJA ANAM ALI
WAJEEHA TAHIR SHEIKH

ICAS 2017 MATHEMATICS

H

D

HIGH DISTINCTION

SANAA
ALI
YEAR 2

DISTINCTION

ABDULREHMAN
KHAN
YEAR 2

MERJEM
COCAJ
YEAR 4

ZUHAIRA
BAKI
YEAR 4

ABDULLAH MUHAMMAD
DAWOOD
YEAR 5

AIYUB
USMAN
YEAR 6

SADIQ
HUQ
YEAR 6

SHAAKIRAH
BAKI
YEAR 6

BARLIAN
BOF
YEAR 7

ALEISHA
KARFIZI
YEAR 8

TAHZEEB
ALAM
YEAR 8

SHEREN
ZEIN
YEAR 10

ZAINAB
ALI
YEAR 10
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ICAS 2017 MATHEMATICS

C

CREDITS

YEAR 2
ABDULMATEEN KHAN
AMAANI POCHA
DANIA AL-BAKRI
HALEEMA ZIA CHAUDHRY
HAMZAH MOHAMMED
KHEDER HAMAD
TAJ IBRAHIM HODZIC

YEAR 3
AFIYA TARIK
ALEENA JUNAID
AYANA CHALIL
AYMAN DANISH HAQEEM MOHAMMAD
HAREEM FATIMA
IMRAN IKHWAN
MAALIK AHMAD
RUKIYE BILGIN
SANAA ZAHEEDA YUSUF
YASMIN HIJAZI

YEAR 4
ABDURRAHMAN TAHIR SHEIKH
AIMAN KARFIZI
AMRAH HIND
AZIZAH ZAKIYYA GEMICIOGLU
BILAL KHAN
FAATEMA ZAHRAA SABDIA
FATIMAH ZAHRA QUADRI
FIZA IRFAN
SUMAYAH DHEDHI
SYED HUSSAIN
UBAYY MOHAMMED
WAFIQ TARIK
ZARA ILYAS

YEAR 5
ADAM IRFAN
AHMAD ABDULLAH
FATIMA ZUNAIRAH SHEIKH
KHADEEJAH SAIRA SUNGKAR
TASHFEEN PARVEJ

YEAR 6
IBRAHIM SHERIFF
ZACHARIA DANAWI

YEAR 8
AHMAD HUZAIFAH BIN ADLI
HURIYA AHMED
LOVELEEN PUJARI

YEAR 10
KURNIAWAN BOF

YEAR 12
ZAHRA ALI
ZAINA TASNEEM AMRON SHAMSHIR
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ICAS 2017 SPELLING

D

ABDULREHMAN
KHAN
YEAR 2

DISTINCTION

AMAANI
POCHA
YEAR 2

HALEEMA ZIA
CHAUDHRY
YEAR 2

AZRA
IKHWAN
YEAR 5

AISHAH ZAHIDA
GEMICIOGLU
YEAR 5

C
YEAR 2
ABDULMATEEN KHAN
ALEXANDER AZIZAN
AMMAYA KHAN
ARIA AALIYAH RAAZ
DANIA AL-BAKRI
FANTA TUTU DUKULY
HADIA KHAN
HAMZAH MOHAMMED
ILLIYAS ISMAYIL
MAHA BARKAT
MUMTAZ AHMEDI
NAVERA SHAFAQAT
NOAH GOUICEM
RIDWAANA MOHAMMED
SANAA ALI

MOHAMMED
BAKI
YEAR 2

HODA
MAHMOUD
YEAR 6

CREDITS

YEAR 3
ALEENA JUNAID
AYANA CHALIL
MALAK MOHAMED AYAD
SALEHA FATIMA MUHAMMED
SANAA ZAHEEDA YUSUF

YEAR 4
ABDULRAHMAN ALI
ABRAR HUQ
AZIZAH ZAKIYYA GEMICIOGLU
BILAL KHAN
MAYEDA SHAKURA ISLAM
NOAH ABDULLAH
NUHA KHONDKER
SARAH SOLAH
UBAYY MOHAMMED

YEAR 5
FATIMA ZUNAIRAH SHEIKH
KHADEEJAH SAIRA SUNGKAR
LAILA ALI
TASHFEEN PARVEJ

YEAR 6
ARSHIYA SHAHZAD
JAMAL LABABIDI
MUSTAFA DEAN
SHAAKIRAH BAKI
TASNIMAH PARVEJ
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2017 QURAN RECITATION COMPETITION

OVERALL WINNERS

AISYAH AHMAD
YEAR 2

MARYAM GODER
YEAR 4

OSMAAN MOHAMED IMRAN
YEAR 3

AHMED SIDDIQUI
YEAR 4

AHMAD ADLI
YEAR 8

KHADEEJA SIDDIQUA
YEAR 6

SHAREEFA ISSA
YEAR 8

AHMED CHOUCHANE
YEAR 12
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2017 QURAN RECITATION COMPETITION
WINNERS

YEAR 1 GIRLS
1st Anaum Syeda
2nd Yasmeen Jallal Mohamed
3rd Ayeza Rahman

YEAR 1 BOYS
1st Haziq Ahmed
2nd Rehan Ahmed
3rd Rehan Muhammed

YEAR 3 GIRLS
YEAR 3 BOYS
1st Aleena Junaid
1st Osmaan Mohamed Imran
2nd Hareem Fatima
2nd Muaz Abdullah
3rd Syeda Zaina Shabbir Kazmi
3rd Receb Said Aslan
3rd Zakaria Mustafa

YEAR 2 GIRLS
1st Aisyah Ahmad
2nd Huda Hamid Issa
3rd Sanaa Aisha Ali

YEAR 2 BOYS
1st Abdulmateen Khan
2nd Mohammed Khodr Baki
3rd Noah Ahmed Gouicem

YEAR 4 GIRLS
1st Maryam Goder
2nd Faatema Zahraa Sabdia
3rd Azizah Zakiyya Gemicioglu

YEAR 4 BOYS
1st Ahmed Siddiqui
2nd Bilal Chouaib Khan
3rd Mohamed Abdulle

YEAR 5 GIRLS
1st Hajer Khalil
2nd Naimo Osman
3rd Aishah Zahida Gemicioglu

YEAR 5 BOYS
1st Tashfeen Parvej
2nd Adem Celahmetovic
3rd Daffaras Arfan

YEAR 6 GIRLS
1st Khadeeja Siddiqa
2nd Sidrah Hassan Siddiqui
2nd Asiya Mohamed
3rd Fatimah Zahra

YEAR 6 BOYS
1st Ahmed Quadri Syed
2nd Ahmed Kamran Qureshi
3nd Abdihakim Warsame

YEAR 7 GIRLS
1st Fatima Al-Soudani
2nd Meriam Legese
3rd Khadra Nor

YEAR 7 BOYS
1st Husain Mohamed Imran
2nd Mounib Benterki
3rd Akram Sheikh

YEAR 8 GIRLS
1st Shareefa Issa
2nd Aisha Osman
3rd Maria Mustafa

YEAR 8 BOYS
1st Ahmad Adli
2nd Zaid Abdullah
3rd Yasin Abdulhamid

YEAR 9 GIRLS
1st Dalal Issa
2nd Jouwariya Chouchane
3rd Aamena Sabdia

YEAR 9 BOYS
1st Mouhamed Gouicem
1st Muhammad Jassat
1st Qutayba Guesmi
2nd Oways Guesmi
3rd Ali Hurst

YEAR 10 GIRLS
1st Shiva Armia
1st Zainab Ali
2nd Sheren Brisbanea
3rd Zahra Almousawi

YEAR 10 BOYS
1st Abdur-Rahman Seedat
2nd Aban Shaffie
3rd Abdulrahman Osman

YEAR 11 GIRLS
1st Sumaiya Bharadia
1st Ghalia Aldoseri
2nd Aisha Gouicem
3rd Zaneb Ahmed

YEAR 11 BOYS
1st Luqmaan Khan
2nd Raumaan Ali
3rd Amaan Ishaq

YEAR 12 GIRLS
1st Rida Ahmed
2nd Ameena Dounane
3rd Maryam Faqeerzada

YEAR 12 BOYS
1st Ahmed Chouchane
2nd Areeb Ahmad
2nd Yousef Elghoul
3rd Yusuf Guler
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Prep A

Seated Row: Ayesha Sattar, Furqan Sadik, Sarah Ghafoor, Manha Syeda, Sara Ahmed, Emma Hakik, Anisa Iesa, Tasneem Ahmed
Second Row: Jayron Harid, Tausif Ahmed, Haris Ismayil, Muhammad Sultan, Abdi Khalif, Sufyan Muhammed, Amaan Shamim, Salim Kleina
Absent: Anaaya Ahmed, Naima Ahmed, Hamza Saghir
Teachers: Mrs Nisa Wahid, Mrs Afsheen Shahzad (Teacher Aide)

Prep B

Seated Row: Maryam Lepers, Reeman Abdel Hafeez, Rookaya Dawoodjee, Tehreem Fatima, Illiyeen Khan, Aisha Deen, Hareem Azhar
Second Row: Mohammed Rayhan, Yahya Qureshi, Fatimah Khan, Naima Ahmed, Ilhan Abdillahi, Almontaser Said, Safwan Islam
Third Row: Ayan Wasif, Ibrahim Harambasic, Ridwaan Ismail, Hussain Shahzad, Hamza Ahmedi, Almontaser Jaqandi
Absent: Rania Khan
Teachers: Mrs Waheeda Zahab (Teacher Aide), Mrs Debbie Jones
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Prep C

Seated Row: Aya Ayoub, Sojood Mohammed, Naila Barkat, Zarkia Rane, Shyna Hussain, Hareem Ahmed, Hanan Hussein
Second Row: Rashad Sheriff, Ibraheem Ishaq, Haneefa Muhtashim, Marwah Asskali, Samaraa Mohammed, Jamil Pocha
Third Row: Huzaifa Ahmed, Haris Ali, Yahya Rane, Salman Hussein, Mahdi Moussa Absent: Ammar Cocaj, Yusuf Hardien, A'Iesha Kem
Teachers: Mrs Zarin Ghafoor, Miss Catherine Stephenson

Prep D

Seated Row: Selma Junuzovic, Aysha Sukkarieh, Zalfa Aisha, Safiyyah Mustabshirah, Hiba Khan, Maira Bashir, Zara Qureshi
Second Row: Muhammad Thwaha, Diaa Hussein, Abubakr Siddiqui, Aahil Zaman, Khaled Taleb, Abdul Rahman Halwani
Third Row: Mohamed Dek Aden, Farhan Meya, Mayada Zmerli, Khadeeja Ahmed, Ali Nasir
Absent: Latifa Ajie, Rabia Ozakman
Teachers: Mrs Menen Albadran, Mrs Arya Putri
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Prep E

Seated Row: Fadeelah Sheikh, Samar Naaman, Safiya Qureshi, Shefa Ali, Shaahidaah Sayed, Lina Ayad, Bilay Haldar, Ariana Malic
Second Row: Rafay Qureshi, Riad Jahic, Alina Nadeem, Rehema Shaban, Ridwaan Abdi, Abdussami Mohammed, Sami Hussain, Abdul Ahad
Mohammed Absent: Ayaan Hashmi, Aleena Kaddour, Rashad Sheriff, Mehmed Yilmaz
Teachers: Mrs Tina Bellos, Mrs Judy Denniss

Year 1A

Seated Row: Aura Aqrandista, Anya Khalid, Yashra Abbas, Hana Besirevic, Halla Hamad, Sofia Hijazi, Sarah Dukuly, Bushra Al Dilami
Second Row: Ahmed Abdulrizak, Mucyo Kalisa, Isaac Shahin, Emad Abdalla, Amin Sharif, Adam Khalid Mohammed, Sohail Heidari, Abdullah Suleman
Third Row: Amina Sukkarieh, Juhayna Guesmi, Aryan Sahel, Hibbah Hannan, Hayat Ahmed, Rayhana Rabah, Zoey Evandri
Teachers: Mrs Sophia Mohammed (Teacher Aide), Ms Donna Akers
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Year 1B

Seated Row: Ayeza Rahman, Aleena Shabir, Rumaysa Adli, Lara Omar, Eiliyah Zainuddin, Bayan Abu Dabat, Maryam Khan, Aiza Junaid
Second Row: Haziq Ahmad, Hassan Jawad, Samater Bare, Helena Alizadeh, Fatima Syeda, Aleena Mehvish, Humza Saeed, Hala Lababidi
Third Row: Rehan Ahmed, Yasmine Ayoub, Hazem Dawoodjee, Laila Meya, Adil Celahmetovic, Laiba Fatima, Abdurrahman Celahmetovic
Absent: Hidayah Faisal Teachers: Mrs Sophia Mohammed (Teacher Aide), Ms Donna Battaglia

Year 1C

Seated Row: Aminah Bharadia, Hafsa Hasan, Hannah Khan, Alisha Hamidovic, Amira Hasan, Zara Imran, Tasmeem Parvej, Callysta Mawardi
Second Row: Rehan Haider, Bassam Younes, Ayesha Habibullah, Tina Alizada, Khadijah Ahmed, Maria El-Ghemrawi, Muhammad Hayat, Anaum Syeda
Third Row: Zayan Raza, Samir Amir Adlan, Sara Mustafa, Mumtaaz Ahmed, Lamiya Meco, Zakariya Farook, Saefeldean Abu-Ziad
Absent: Abdul Hadhi Ashraf
Teachers: Mrs Sophia Mohammed (Teacher Aide), Mrs Sadia Khan
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Year 1D

Seated Row: Amina Haldar, Zaara Shah, Menna Adam, Nabiha Ali, Sadia Mohammed, Nabeha Mahdiya, Haniya Aghdoura, Angela Nassiry, Samira Ali
Second Row: Muneer Adam, Faiyaad Abdullah Rana, Yara Omar, Kareem Badr, Rehan Muhammed, Bilaal Mohammed, Suhayb Abdul Majid, Ayaan
Upanal Third Row: Noon Gorashi, Ismail Mohamed, Kemo Kenneh, Yunus Sayed, Khadro Mohamed, Yasmeen Mohamed, Musa Dajan
Teachers: Ms Sophia Mohammed (Teacher Aide), Ms Manal Alamiri

Year 1E

Seated Row: Heidi Zaiter, Hadel Mahana, Safia Deen, Alisha Mohammed, Zeynep Lakus, Hanin Bouhired, Sabeen Saric, Mikaila Sada
Second Row: Mudassir Ahmad Sahim, Zahid Arslan, Aisha Junuzovic, Hasanah Hussain, Tarik Muamar, Ilyaas Abdul-Rahim, Ibrahim Rijab
Third Row: Muhammad Khan, Naeel Mahomed, Uasmin Assar, Aaliya Ameen, Amila Ferizovic, Hashir Sohail, Mahmood Sultan
Absent: Kawthar Kouidri
Teachers: Mrs Sophia Mohammed (Teacher Aide), Mrs Jessica Lyons
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Year 2A

Seated Row: Halise Can, Zolaykha Faqeerzada, Rihana El-Haj, Sanaa Ali, Maha Barkat, Diana Joukhi, Husna Noori, Sumayah Weise
Second Row: Zahara Awale, Said Mohammed, Hamzah Mohammed, Sheza Khan, Naseeb Deen, Mahad Khan, Ella Khalil
Third Row: Mohammed Baki, Hassan Jama, Almedina Mesalic, Abdul Khan, Rana Alhoush, Noah Gouicem, Adel Ghafoor Absent: Allirah Peiris
Teachers: Mrs Nasim Ahmed (Teacher Aide), Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Shakira Mohammed

Year 2B

Seated Row: Marwa Taleb, Somaya Momand, Dania Al- Bakri, Aulia Ibrahim, Simra Deen, Dimah Nabi, Aisyah Ahmad, Eman Rijab
Second Row: Anzal Ahmed, Wafaa Moussa, Hadia Khan, Aleeza Sajid, Khadeeja Qureshi, Hafsa Jama, Zainab Rana
Third Row: Kheder Hamad, Zohaib Mohammed, Illiyas Ismayil, Ishmael Kanneh, Robert Hakik, Aidin Dzambic, Muhammad Ali
Absent: Mohammed Kouidri, Navera Shafaqat
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Nasim Ahmed (Teacher Aide), Mrs Mohita Sharma, Mrs Minaaz Khan (Absent)
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Year 2C

Seated Row: Haleema Chaudhry, Alisha Ali, Romeesa Rahenuma, Omaira Aqeel, Aisha Sohail, Huda Sadik, Aria Raaz, Nadia Khan
Second Row: Hamza Aden Mohammed, Zaina Nisha, Bilqis Kanu, Hafisa Nabi, Fanta Dukuly, Yumna Rehan, Pariza Riyaz Syed, Youssef Naaman
Third Row: Ibrahim Tanveer, Bilal Khan, Abdulmateen Khan, Adan Ahmed, Taj Hodzic, Haris Besirevic, Dayyaan Akbar
Absent: Saleha Ali
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Nasim Ahmed (Teacher Aide),, Ms Thahira Ahamed

Year 2D

Seated Row: Zulayho Ahmadalieva, Sumaiya Bulbulia, Nazende Uysal, Maryama Osman, Yasmin Joukhi, Malak Mrad, Anisa Rabah, Ruzaina Ahmad
Second Row: Hibbaan Jahangeer, Ammaya Khan, Selina Mahomed, Raneen Kleina, Rasha Adam, Lujain Abu Al-Hassan, Ahmed Radhi
Third Row: Azlan Shabir, Isa Smajic, Mudaser Hassani, Yusuf Nabaa, Abdul Moez Liaquat, Muhammad Mansoori, Muhammad Hijazi
Absent: Yussef Abdulhaq, Ismaeel Hardien
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Nasim Ahmed (Teacher Aide), Mrs Faiza Masood
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Year 2E

Seated Row: Isra Taufik, Mumtaz-Gulsoom Ahmedi, Layla Goss, Myra Nasir, Basima Hijazi, Amaani Pocha, Huda Issa, Safa Taleb
Second Row: Maalek Al-Merehbi, Saffiyah Nabi, Amina Mohamud, Anaya Jawad, Fakiha Zahra, Ridwan Mohamed, Imran Hasan
Third Row: Maryam Hussaini, Hayder Nanjiani, Mohammed Khalif, Rayhaan Shahzad, Asad Irfan, Ahmed Sultan, Jibreel Ibrahim, Ammar Muhammad
Absent: Muhammad Ahmed, Mariam Nabi, Muhammad Saghir
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Nasim Ahmed (Teacher Aide), Miss Elizabeth Bowden

Year 3A

Seated Row: Toqa Sadik, Nourhana Elghoul, Aliyah Sayeef, Sadaf Heidari, Hareem Fatima, Sanaa Yusuf, Helya Alizadeh Javan, Alisha Basuki, Jinaan Abu
Al-Hassan
Second Row: Musaddik Khan, Yusuf Hodzic, Ibrahim Taufik, Hurra Kazmi, Rukiye Bilgin, Osaid Aaqib, Nourriddeen Rijab, Zakaria Mustafa
Third Row: Jamil Hijazi, Abdullah Mustafa, Mohammed Aayan, Adam Kamara, Marzuk Alam, Kareem Mohamad, Maalik Ahmad
Absent: Nejla Menkovic
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Kristie Rees, Mrs Kellie Hulme (Absent)
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Year 3B

Seated Row: Zohara Fathima, Alia Hussain, Inaya Rahman, Zaina Kazmi, Yasmin Hijazi, Shyla Hussain, Afiya Tarik, Eilaf Ghafoor
Second Row: Dahlia Ferizovic, Khubayb Guesmi, Abdullah Naaman, Ali Jaqandi, Yahya Hussain, Izaiah Crawford, Rizki Abdullah, Alesha Burger
Third Row: Muaz Abdullah, Abdullah Khan, Hamzah Nour, Haqeem Mohammad, Abdullahi Nur, Imran Ikhwan, Aadam Shah
Absent: Liyana Mehjabin, Adia Sayed, Safwaan Seedat
Teacher: Ms Hannah Irvine

Year 3C

Seated Row: Ryana Ahmad, Tabark Sadik, Ayana Chalil, Davinia Mahardhika, Sana Nasir, Zainab Mohsin, Sarah Omar, Moukhlisa Chmaysse
Second Row: Tariq Sungkar, Osmaan Imran, Junainah Siddiquee, Hamnah Ahsan, Medina Ali, Kanaan Badr, Kevin Xu
Third Row: Ahmed Mohamed, Muhammed Kayis, Abdulaziz Ali, Ameen Kammouss, Dia Zeidan, Ahmad Zidan, Aaban Raza
Absent: Abdullah Celahmetovic, Serah Cocaj
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Mrs Ruhksanna Goss
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Year 3D

Seated Row: Malak Ayad, Sana Amin, Areej Fatima, Aleena Junaid, Karimeh Hamad, Hadia Mahana Khalil, Yasmeen Abu-Ziad, Rumaisha Kamran
Second Row: Saleha Muhammed, Ali Kanu, Muhammad Khan, Alpha Kenneh, Riyaan Choudary, Receb Aslan, Illiyyin Durrani
Third Row: Rejhan Jahic, Mohammed Zulfiqar, Muzzammil Faqeerzada, Munir Abdi, Mohammad Vohra, Reyyan Amin, Farhan Hassan
Absent: Nafez Hijazi
Teachers: Ms Aida Nicevic (Teacher Aide), Ms Ruchi Goindi

Year 4A

Seated Row: Nadhirah Dewara, Ameera Hassan, Zara Ilyas, Amila Delic, Azizah Gemicioglu, Aleyna Syafrul, Faatema Sabdia, Maryam Adli, Mashaal
Ahmad
Second Row: Raihaana Titasey, Hajar Omar, Nuha Khondker, Manha Imran, Nasteho Mohamed, Bedour Kleina, Arwa Bouhired, Zeynep Bildiren
Third Row: Aiman Karfizi, Othman Iesa, Adam Al-Bakri, Bilal Khan, Fuad Yusuf, Musa Fahad, Muhsin Adam, Callisto Aqrandista
Absent: Mohammed Ahmed, Yahya Kouidri
Teacher: Ms Zeena Ackland
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Year 4B

Seated Row: Maryam Goder, Ameera Pocha, Sumaira Shuaib, Shireen Muamar, Ruqayya Iqbal, Ruhmaa Rehan, Aliyaa El-Haj, Soha Khalid, Fatimah Ali
Second Row: Tafseer Haldar, Lily Akers, Khadijah Nabaa, Amrah Hind, Sofaia Mokhtar, Amani Ali, Abrar Huq, Ahmed Khalaf
Third Row: Abdulrahman Ali, Syed Hussain, Ahmed Siddiqui, Huzaifah Khan, Abdurrahim Kaya, Sulaiman Sattar, Abdul Ghafoor, Mohammed Hijazi
Absent: Aiman Arshad
Teacher: Ms Sarah Unicomb

Year 4C

Seated Row: Zaynab Qureshi, Abeeha Muhammed, Isabella Bibi, Raaniya Shahzad, Tasnim Mohamed, Aya Al-Merehbi, Zuhairaa Deen, Sarah Solah, Jana
Younes
Second Row: Huzaifah Qureshi, Deen Hijazi, Harris Hasanovic, Almaaz Khan, Mohamed Abdulle, Dhulkifl Mohammed Akhtar, Zayaan Nasir, Daiyan
Khan
Third Row: Noah Abdullah, Ubayy Mohammed, Ferdosa Hassan, Madihah Saheed, Nour Al Nuamany, Mahdi Shareef, Abdullah Sheik
Absent: Merjem Cocaj, Ann Gorashi, Adnan-Ali Habul Teacher: Mrs Sharon Knauseder
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Year 4D

Seated Row: Fatima Rana, Fatimah Zahra Quadri, Amna Chaudhry, Mayeda Islam, Tahiya Hossain, Fathima Bilgin, Zuhaira Baki, Sumayah Dhedhi, Salwa
Zeidan
Second Row: Ammaar Shahzad, Raheem Yusufzai, Abdul Hannan Nadeem, Namira Deen, Aleena Uzma Ali, Rayyan Ejaz, Wafiq Tarik, Yusuf Sav
Third Row: Talha Siddiqui, Ahmed Bare, Abdurrahman Sheikh, Indadek Mohamud, Amina Malic, Fiza Irfan, Mohammed Rabbani Shammaas, Hassaan
Rao
Teacher: Miss Desirae Burger

Year 5A

Seated Row: Inaya Rane, Fatima Sheikh, Yasmin Gedi, Zaina Shahzad, Masoumah Al-Amiri, Deshinta Nuryana-Brown, Zara Khanum, Azka Ali
Second Row: Shible Hussain, Ahmad Suleman, Nargues Akhoundzadeh, Ayesha Haider, Hanah Malic, Daffaras Mahardhika, Akmal Mohammed
Third Row: Rukan Mamun, Ashar Khan, Hamzah Mohammed, Kawwar Khan, Mervan Hasan, Turkieh Abu-Ziad
Absent: Anushay Aaquib, Sufyaan Rana
Teacher: Mrs Rabul Khan
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Year 5B

Seated Row: Ghdeer Al-Soudani, Laiba Kamran, Azra Ikhwan, Hani Titasey, Sarah Hijazi, Tahlia Hodzic, Linda Ayoub, Sadaf Momand
Second Row: Idris Amron Shamshir, Ahmad Abdullah, Imran Asfour, Esa Hussain, Adam Irfan, Ashratullah Walid Noori, Selimhan Can
Third Row: Ruwaiba Jahangeer, Sumayah Goss, Lewbna Alhir, Sahar Elsayed, Safafina Hunter, Shadia Amin
Absent: Amina Menkovic
Teacher: Mrs Louisa Maritz

Year 5C

Seated Row: Laila Mohamad, Khadeejah Sungkar, Naimo Osman, Ayeesha Zahida Gemicioglu, Shahista Mohammed, Sana Hassani, Ayat Hamad, Esma
Junuzovic
Second Row: Luay Ahmed, Yusuf Shah, Ayaan Shamim, Harun Geyre, Sultan Sajid, Adam Nabaa, Akmal Ali, Zainul-Aabideen Ali
Third Row: Muzammil Ahmad Sahim, Mubashir Deen, Taha Awad, Hajer Khalil, Ayesha Khan, Tashfeen Parvej, Sulaymaan Abdul-Rahim
Absent: Rawan Kaddour
Teachers: Mr Nasaf Safiq
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Year 5D

Seated Row: Sanna Aziz, Imra Khalif, Laila Ali, Esma Turudic, Ruweyda Yusuf, Maaria Mohammed, Areeba Khan, Zahraa Radhi
Second Row: Muhammad Ahmad, Minahil Fatima, Danya Mustafa, Munira Jama, Saara Ibrahim, Sara Celahmetovic, Atif Khan
Third Row: Adem Celahmetovic, Malique Kem, Yusuf Ibrahim, Zakariya Aden, Hamza Khan, Esa Daud, Muhammad Dawood
Absent: Amina Hassan
Teacher: Mr Muhammad Shah

Year 6A

Seated Row: Hanna Muamar, Aayah Nour, Jaynah Harid, Sara Ayoub, Habibah Ahmed, Hanan Hijazi, Nabiha Ahmad, Saira Qureshi, Sameya Yusuf
Second Row: Aaminah Jassat, Sulayman Hussain, Mohamed Hasan, Siana Rabah, Khadeeja Ali, Sultan Faqeerzada, Aiyub Usman, Sadiq Huq
Third Row: Ameer Qureshi, Abdirahman Ali, Ibraham Sheriff, Ghazal Khan, Sohayl Ali, Syed Shah, Abdihakim Warsame
Absent: Zacharia Danawi
Teacher: Ms Fauzina Nabi
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Year 6B

Seated Row: Sophie Lepers, Shaakirah Baki, Sarina Nabi, Hoda Mahmoud, Nurul-Ain Deen, Safiyah Haldar, Rukhsaar Ahmedi, Aina Khan, Simra Ali
Second Row: Yusuf Yusuf, Nadia Goss, Zubaah Nisha, Azzahra Islandy, Ameera Bukhsh, Saima Bulbulia, Abdulaha Naaman, Jamal Lababidi
Third Row: Nazar Abdasadick, Selim Guler, Taufiq Qurrohman, Tasnimah Parvej, Zeyneb Salih, Uthman Naaman, Erlan Ismael, Mazn Adam
Teacher: Mrs Kirana Moodley

Year 6C

Seated Row: Danya Aziz, Xafso Hassan, Amna Ejaz, Sidrah Siddiqui, Zeba Mustafa, Meryem Dounane, Hatice Aslan, Maria Rajguru
Second Row: Mustapha Nejari, Arezou Akhoundzadeh, Yahya Mohamed, Shahid Abdulhamid, Usaid Azeem, Riyak Mohammed, Ahmed Syed
Third Row: Ibrahim Al-Bakri, Naomaan Choudary, Khadeeja Siddiqa, Roudaina Khan, Wajeeha Sheikh, Mudassir Ahmad, Mustafa Dean
Absent: Saafiyah Hardien, Hanna Mohamed Kolia
Teacher: Ms Iram Khan
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Year 6D

Seated Row: Najla Aldoseri, Asiya Mohamed, Fatimah Zahra, Hanaa Arackakkunnel, Deanna Binte Fahizal, Zobiya Muhammed, Arshiya Shahzad,
Ruqayya Rane, Asalah Joukhi
Second Row: Aayan Ahmad, Ahmed Qureshi, Jack Akers, Mohammed Hassan, Ibrahim Nabaa, Adam Syafrul, Umair Khondker, Ayman Mohammed
Third Row: Houda Younes, Mawa Muhammed, Misbah Rehman, Hanife Kayis, Sumaya Abdulle Guled, Laaibah Ahmed, Sohaima Sadeed
Absent: Sohayle Mohammed
Teacher: Mrs Vanessa Hunter
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Year 7A

Seated Row: Kanwal Khan, Fatima Al-Soudani, Khadra Nor, Samira Iesa, Rehanah Dhedhi, Aisha Gardner
Second Row: Salsabeel Bhatti, Asha Awale, Selma Meduselac, Ammara Ali, Rahma Qureshi
Third Row: Yakub Tombuloglu, Ghazi Mrad, Mevludin Isic, Yahya Siddiqui, Teoman Camkara, Maaz Ahmad
Absent: Natasha Ahmed, Safiyyah Seedat
Teacher: Mr Craig Burchell

Year 7B

Seated Row: Salena Tanveer, Sarah El Hanandeh, Musarrat Khan, Zainab Alzamely, Ismahan Khalif, Haniya Suleman, Zainab Shah, Amna Dawood
Second Row: Abbas Muhammad, Abas Alsamahi, Aayan Jahangir, Tulaib Bhatti, Adam Awale, Abu-Bakr Mohammed, Abdurrahmaan Gemicioglu,
Abdiqani Nur
Absent: Sheik Imran
Teacher: Mrs Farida Begum
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Year 7C

Seated Row: Warda Nanjiani, Meriam Legese, Anola Hassan, Mariam Deya, Hamnah Rehman, Denea Younes, Amira El-Haj, Zaleeha Shuaib
Second Row: Ahmad Taleb, Ali Al Nuamany, Husain Imran, Mohammad Qaddoura, Mustafa Ali, Junayd Weise, Eyass Abuazzah
Absent: Salman Shah
Teacher: Mrs Diane Ross

Year 7D

Seated Row: Nurfathanah Ibrahim, Sumaya Elsayed, Zeinab Deya, Hafsa Khan, Mehwish Ahmed, Ameera Ishaq, Noor Alhir, Neslihan Yilmaz, Faten AlMerehbi
Second Row: Samin Yasar, Ibrahim Qureshi, Ahmed Moussa, Barlian Bof, Shezaan Ali, Adam Mahmoud, Mustafa Ghafoor, Mounib Benterki, Akram
Sheikh
Absent: Aaishah Jassat
Teacher: Ms Rheinawaty Iman Partoredjo
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Year 8A

Seated Row: Aleisha Karfizi, Alesha Saeed, Huriya Ahmed, Zaina Ilyas, Tasneem Khalaf, Laila Mohamad, Aminah Bulbulia
Second Row: Zafira Amin, Salima Mezensof, Sakinah Ali, Samah Daud, Leila Hijazi
Third Row: Muhammed Omar, Haris Ahmed, Zahid Uysal, Ghanem Aldoseri
Absent: Afiyah Khan
Teacher: Mrs Saireen Datt

Year 8B

Seated Row: Izzatul Ramli, Illiyin Syeda, Loveleen Pujari, Shareefa Issa, Hibaaq Nur, Fareen Aziz, Yaldha Ahmedi, Maria Mustafa, Derya Yilmaz
Second Row: Shakir Amron Shamshir, Farras Dewara, Abdullah Ahmed, Khunais Azeem, Mustafa Kaya, Makram Hamze, Ilyas Shah, Ahmed Sav,
Muhammad Tasawar
Teacher: Mrs Varinder Kaur Sidhu
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Year 8C

Seated Row: Narjes Radhi, Ayah Elghoul, Tahzeeb Alam, Nadia Ali, Aysenur Uysal
Second Row: Sami Hasan, Hud Geyre, Ahmad Adli, Adnaan Buksh, Zaid Abdullah
Third Row: Yusuf Abushaaban, Aldin Celahmetovic, Ahmad Nabaa, Yusef Hussain, Tallal Qureshi
Absent: Hadia Khan
Teacher: Mr Waliyullah Yoosoof

Year 8D

Seated Row: Amira Acheh, Zahra Al-Soudani, Nafeesa Hussain, Fathima Mohamed Siddeek, Hawa Haldar
Second Row: Muhterem Arslan, Amran Mohamed, Aisha Osman, Dawat Adam, Khoulud Alhoush
Third Row: Hamza Al-Merhebi, Kabeer Shah, Yasin Abdulhamid, Machhour Rabah, Yusuf Sayed, Ziyaad Ali
Absent:
Teacher: Ms Amanda Dunn
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Year 9A

Seated Row: Amare Amodia, Aisha Sheriff, Sabeehah Khan, Maryam Khan, Aishah Badrulhisham, Aqsa Khan, Aamena Sabdia, Roukayah Elghoul,
Mariam Qureshi Second Row: Samira Gedi, Alaa Al Nuamany, Ola Abu Dabat, Maheen Muhammad, Fatima Osman, Najma Ali, Salwa Arackakkunnel,
Jouwayria Chouchane, Habiba Haldar, Maliha Kamali Third Row: Mobarak Aldoseri, Mouhamed Gouicem, Faraaz Qureshi, Yunus Usman, Abou Sheriff,
Foday Kamara, Abdullahi Warsame Absent: Muhammad Jassat
Teacher: Mr Peter Overlack

Year 9B

Seated Row: Alaina Khan, Aisha Ghafoor, Aisha Dhedhi, Muntaha Muhammad, Zhraa Al Samahi, Mehak Jamil, Nusaiba Fatema, Elif Guler
Second Row: Asmah Amin, Hurlika Isa, Dalal Issa, Aqeelah Buksh, Ayla Yilmaz, Yaminah Ali, Rayan Mrad, Maria Al-Kobeissy
Third Row: Muhammad Laksono, Muhammad Nadeem, Aliyou Kenneh, Abdullah Gemicioglu, Saad Hasan, Lonseney Sheriff, Oways Guesmi, Qutayba
Guesmi
Absent: Marim Adham
Teacher: Ms Aruna Sharma
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Year 10A

Seated Row: Rawan Abuazzah, Ma-Azah Shah, Nishat Siddique, Aya Mustafa, Amber Hussain, Aishah Ahmed, Aya Qaddoura, Summaya Begum
Second Row: Muhammed Arif Ibrahim, Taha Danawi, Aban Nabhan Lubis Mohd Shaffie, Deniz Yilmaz, Abdul Moqeet Azeem, Rahib Taiyab
Third Row: Abdulrahman Osman, Junaid Hussain, Abdullah Bulbulia, Al Ikram Al Munir, Rahmatillo Ahmadaliev
Fourth Row: Hannah Ali, Sheren Zein, Zahraa Almousawi Absent: Zainab Ali, Abdur-Rahman Seedat
Teacher: Ms Jessie Hamill

Year 10B

Seated Row: Imtinan Gorashi, Shiva Armia, Lina Weise, Safiyah Weise, Tamanna Samadi, Asmaa Hadj Mohamed, Zaira Muhammad, Mahwash
Khursheed
Second Row: Amina Agovic, Sahar Mohamad, Zainab Faqeerzada, Hadjer Dounane, Faisa Mohamed, Sara Ahmed, Zarifa Resulovic
Third Row: Muntazhar Pediry, Kurniawan Bof, Zain Mohammad, Faiz Amin, Shais Rehman, Haydar Haldar, Bilal Yacoub
Fourth Row: Mohsen Moussa, Bilal Ahmed, Abdirahman Warsame, Mahmut Aslan, Shirwac Yusuf
Absent: Sumayya Rane
Teacher: Ms Bernie Grogan
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Year 11A

Seated Row: Ainna Durrani, Shaheeda Ali, Zaneb Ahmed, Saffa Ahmad, Sumaiya Bharadia, Sarah Ali, Ghalia Aldoseri
Second Row: Ayman Sheikh, Mustafa Eweida, Amaan Ishaq, Mohammed Al-Soudani, Raumaan Ali, Ismail Ali
Absent: Abdullah Al-Kobeissy, Syed Kazmi
Teacher: Mr Darko Basic

Year 11B

Seated Row: Aisha Gouicem, Amna Alam, Shayma Nejari, Fos Geyre, Amama Khan, Mehrin Aman, Minahel Ahmad
Second Row: Mazhar Huq, Mohammed Saheed, Edris Sadeed, Luqmaan Khan
Absent: Maheen Abid, Samil Bildiren, Aydin Celikovic, Faaizah Mohammed
Teacher: Ms Judy Hurditch (Absent)
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Year 12A

Seated Row: Zeinab Danawi, Zyna Nasaf, Zeyneb Bilgin, Rida Ahmed, Ameena Dounane, Maariyah Azam, Amira Rane, Naciye Bildiren, Ameena
Choudary, Esma Bakkal, Shamaamah Islam
Second Row: Mohammed Khan, Ali Selman, Mohamed Gorashi, Arib Taiyab, Yusuf Guler
Third Row: Muhammad AbdurRahman Qureshi, Ahmed Chouchane, Ahmad Sabdia, Abdul El-Shaer, Areeb Ahmad,
Teachers: Miss Safeena Ahmad, Mrs Malka Dean (Year Coordinator)

Year 12B

Seated Row: Zahra Ali, Zaina Tasneem Amron Shamshir, Alaa Hadj Mohamed, Razane Guesmi, Maryam Faqeerzada, Umamah Arshad, Hiba Maryam,
Narmeen Nadeem
Second Row: Yousef Elghoul, Musabbir Khan, Ayman Ali, Ovais Khan, Ilyas Ali, Enes Meduselac
Third Row: Murtada Abdullah, Muhammad Abdullah Qureshi, Abdul Shakeel Shamim, Owaice Abuazzah
Absent: Salmaan Khan, Ziyadden Tombulogulu
Teachers: Mrs Malka Dean (Year Coordinator), Mr Sami Muamar
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The Maintenance Team
VINTAGE

They work in the
background to ensure
that we work in a safe,
clean and beautiful
environment.
It is an uphill battle and they are heavily
outnumbered but they persevere.
We are grateful for all the hard work.
EST 1995
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Donna Akers
Nidhi Bakshi
Darko Basic
Desirae Burger
Orhan Camkara
Aman Chandra
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Chris Daykin
Amanda Dunn
Gillian Flick
Ruchi Goindi
Bernie Grogan
Emilie Hopper
Debbie Jones
Iram Khan
Jessica Lyons

Louisa Maritz
Shakira Mohammed
Fauzina Nabi
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Lynda Rifai
Muhammad Shah
Mohita Sharma
Katie Stephenson
Dean Tyacke
Sarah Unicomb
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Proofreaders:
Zeena Ackland
Stuart Fuller
Ruchi Goindi
Judy Hurditch
Lynda Rifai
Di Ross
To all staff who have
contributed articles, submitted
photos and motivated students
to contribute to the magazine,
without your effort this would
never get published.

